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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as
fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or
reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks
may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright
laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be
held liable for any use or misuse of the project.
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Abstract
To diversify the idea pool that NASA has to draw from for future manned and unmanned
missions to the Moon and Mars, a design/build competition has been posed to collegiate teams
across the country. The challenge is to reach, extract, and purify underground ice reserves in a
setting analogous to mars. Along the way, teams will be collecting telemetry to mimic
prospecting objectives on the moon.
The Sublunar Tap-Yielding eXplorer, STYX, is the team’s proposed design for the 2020
NASA RASC-AL competition. The name STYX was chosen in reference to the mythological
underground river that acts as a gateway to the underworld. Some novel design features STYX
will use are a rotary tool changer with swappable tools, a sleeve driving mode, and a pivoting
heating probe. The STYX drill head will translate on two axes, use a rotary hammer drill to bore
holes, sleeve boreholes with pipe to prevent collapse, and deliver water via a peristaltic pump
and a two stage filtration system. Several of these design elements are innovative and
conceptually proven through preliminary testing. These efforts are expected to net increased
performance and differentiate STYX from other prototype submissions.
In conjunction with Cal Poly’s Senior Project curriculum, the team’s initial efforts focused
on ideation, preliminary calculations, thorough CAD modeling, and concept model testing to
ensure design feasibility. At the completion of this phase, the team switched focus to purchasing
hardware and other necessary materials, creating drawings for manufacturable parts, and
constructing the frame and motion components of the robot. Programming efforts and
manufacturing of parts are ongoing and nearing completion. The final phase of the project will
require full integration of all hardware and software, sub-system testing, full system testing, a
live demonstration for NASA in Langley, Virginia, and generating NASA’s required design
documentation.
Due to COVID-19 complications, the timeline of the project has been extended into the
summer. The live demonstration has been rescheduled for 8/31-9/3. Manufacturing capabilities
for the team have been greatly diminished due to closure of the Cal Poly campus. Several tools
required late-stage redesign to be compatible with less complex manufacturing methods, but no
major changes to team strategy were required. As a result of these additional hurdles, major
testing to verify the complete design has not occurred yet and is planned for late July and
August. The team is on track to demonstrate the prototype at competition.
The following report will discuss the complete design process, final design, completed
and planned testing, and Senior Project curriculum deliverables.
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1.0 Introduction
This Senior project is a competition entry for the 2020 NASA RASC-AL Moon to Mars
Ice and Prospecting Challenge.

1.1 Document Overview
The preliminary design review is typically submitted to obtain sponsor approval for
continuing with a chosen design. However, because this team is participating in a competition,
sponsor approval was obtained through the submission of a “Project Plan”. This report serves
instead to explain the research, critical design choices, justification for decisions, and plan for
execution for the project advisor, Peter Schuster, and future teams.

1.2 Problem
With future space missions reaching further and further into the bounds of space, the
creation of a martian base capable of sustaining human life has become a potential endeavor.
In order to sustain human life in future space missions to Mars, this martian base needs access
to water for human consumption as well as hydrogen fuel production (1). In recent NASA
missions, collected data has shown that there are large ice deposits beneath the rocky martian
surface. This discovery is a step in the right direction towards one day sending humans to Mars,
as having accessible water is a necessity to establish a presence.
The purpose of this project is to build a prototype device that demonstrates the feasibility
of a method that could be used to extract and treat water from beneath the surface of Mars and
collect prospecting data on the moon. 10 teams from college institutions nationwide will be
selected to present and test their designs at a competition hosted by NASA at Langley
Research Center. The goal of this competition is to extract as much clean water as possible
from a simulated martian surface testbed over a 12 hour period and collect accurate overburden
thickness and hardness information. The participating teams will control and monitor their
device remotely to simulate the device being used on a foreign planetary body.
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1.3 Competition History
The competition began in 2016 and has been broadcast via NASA each year. Past
winners of the NASA ice prospecting challenge were West Virginia University for overall score,
MIT for best technical paper, and Carnegie Mellon University for lightest system mass. In the
first year of the competition, barely any teams reached ice. In the most recent year, almost all
teams reached ice within the first day and the competition was focused on quantity and clarity.
Enormous progress has been made in this competition over the years, but there is still
significant progress to be made. This year’s NASA RASC-AL 2019-2020 competition has asked
teams to propose testbed enhancements in order to more accurately simulate martian or lunar
operations.
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2.0 Background
The following section presents all research and other forms of inspiration that
contributed to the design choices made for the STYX prototype.

2.1 Research
Research topics include drilling methods, telemetry, and ice extraction. The drilling team
looked into industrial drilling for inspiration and information on drill head types and chip clearing
methods. The telemetry team called a local drilling company and discussed the pros and cons
of gamma ray detection as well as tactile sensing, to be used to map out the ground
composition under the drill. The ice extraction team looked at electrical and liquid heating
systems available for ice extraction. Additionally, some members of the team were specifically
tasked with reviewing competition footage from previous years to identify common solutions and
areas for improvement.

2.1.1 Telemetry
The research identified several viable means of collecting data on the regolith layers
presented to us at competition. Two main telemetry methods were identified through
discussions with companies in industry, gamma concentration and resistivity. An additional
method that teams used in previous NASA RASC-AL Moon to Mars Ice and Prospecting
Challenges, is a direct force feedback system using a load cell. Gamma concentration requires
dropping a gamma sensor down the bore hole and measuring the amount of gamma radiation
given off by each layer (2). This value would be compared to a list of known materials for
identification. However, current gamma concentration methods are not yet accurate enough to
resolve the relatively small layer thickness that the team will encounter in the competition. This
inaccuracy results in the misidentification of materials, as well as marginally incorrect layer data.
Resistivity measuring requires characterization of the electrical or natural frequency properties
of the regolith layers for comparison to a list of known materials (3). The resistivity method
would require exceptionally expensive equipment and significantly more testing to ensure
reliability in implementation (4). The direct force feedback system uses a load cell directly
attached to the drill, which records the forces it experiences during drilling operations.The data
collected by the load cells is compared to a table of known materials from real-world preliminary
testing to make an educated guess at the material hardness.

2.1.2 Drill
The research done on effective drilling systems identified three methods of drilling that
are plausible for this competition given the low axial force and power allowances: rotary drilling,
percussive rotary drilling, and ultrasonic drilling. Chip removal was also identified as a huge
factor in the efficacy of any drilling system. “Drilling in Extreme Environments” includes
information about the three types of drills previously mentioned, and goes into detail about how
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they can be used on the surface of the Moon or Mars (5). Drill bit selection is dependent on the
type of drilling operation used, so those options will be discussed later.
Rotary drilling has only one benefit over the other methods. Telemetry data with a drill bit
that is not being actuated percussively would be significantly less noisy. Unfortunately, the
drawbacks of this method are numerous given the project constraints. Rotary drilling requires
significant axial force to cut through hard materials. With the force maximum of 150N, drill bit
wear would be a significant issue. Some studies found a reduction in penetration rate of 50% in
under 2 minutes when drilling harder materials with low axial force (6). Rotary drilling also
makes drill bits freezing into the icy underlayer a significant issue, as any reduction in
downwards pressure will allow for the ice to refreeze, capturing the drill bit in the process.
Percussive rotary drilling is currently identified as the most viable candidate for
overburden penetration. The percussive action is capable of breaking up harder materials when
combined with the correct drill bit, and the rotary action is effective for softer dirt and will aid
significantly with chip removal. Winning teams of previous years have used this drilling method
with great success. The only disadvantage of percussive rotary drilling is that the frequency of
percussion is lower than optimal, with some higher end models of hammer drills only reaching
about 10Hz. Vibrations with a frequency of 50Hz or greater show greatly improved soil
penetration and chip removal abilities, as the soil exhibits fluidic properties at these higher
frequencies (5).
Ultrasonic drilling is an area of ongoing research for JPL and NASA. Drilling into rock
with frequencies in excess of 20kHz has a significant effect for harder materials. This method
uses almost no axial force (~10N) and very little power (100W). Penetration rate has been
shown to be viable as well, with the MIDAS project, by Alliance in partnership with JPL,
reaching a penetration rate of 120cm/hr through simulated martian soil (5). There are no
economically viable commercial units available for the drilling depth the project requires, but
there are ample resources available to design a custom apparatus, likely constructed from
components used in industrial-grade ultrasonic cleaners. Chip removal remains a problem, but
compressed air has been identified as an effective solution. The non-rotating method of cutting
is also capable of coring small diameter holes effectively.
In the rotary drilling category, auger drilling is a viable option. The augers lift chips up
and out of the hole as it is drilled, allowing for more time to be spent on drilling, and not
evacuating chips from the hole. Auger drills can be configured to bore through rock, as shown in
Figure 1, allowing the device to have the capability to bore through the toughest overburden
layers possible.
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Figure 1: Auger Drill Types (7)
Another rotary drilling type is coring drills. These drills allow for faster drilling due to
reduced contact area, however most of the time is spent evacuating the core from the drill.
Diamond coring heads allow holes to be bored through very hard rock layers; Figure 2 displays
the variety in diamond coring bits available. Additionally most diamond coring bits are larger
than 1” in diameter which provides more room for water extraction, but increases drilling time by
expanding the hole size.

Figure 2: Diamond Coring (8)
Research was also aimed towards other NASA projects. One such project is the
Icebreaker Life mission proposed by NASA’s Discovery program (9). The purpose of this
program is to send a drill to Mars to sample ice in the northern plains region. The lander would
be similar to the InSight spacecraft that had already landed on Mars and has since started
collecting science. Icebreaker Life uses rotary-percussive drilling to penetrate one meter into the
ground. In this lander setup, the weight on bit (WOB) while drilling may not exceed 100 N. The
drill bit used is a fusion between an ice cutting bit and a rock cutting bit. The bit is made of
tungsten carbide, allowing the tip to be both tough and hard. A 0°rake angle is also utilized,
which works well for drilling through both rock and ice. All these research topics served to inform
the decisions described in section 4.0.
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2.1.3 Ice Extraction
The ice extraction team made significant preliminary progress towards identifying
effective harvesting systems that will work under low power allowances. For the ice melting
process, both a water heating and recirculating system, as well as a direct electrical heating
system were compared. A direct heating element eliminates the need to waste energy by
heating the water substantially past the freezing point. Many types of heating elements and their
data sheets are available on the Tempco website, an electric heating corporation based in
Illinois (10).
Another option remains in which the drilling mechanism also serves as the water
extractor. Various methods employing this design strategy were prototyped by Honeybee
Robotics. One such prototype is called the “sniffer”. This device functions similarly to a natural
gas extraction unit. A fluted auger with holes is used to drill into an ice rich area. Heaters within
the auger are then used to sublimate the ice, where it is collected through the holes in the auger
and run through a cold trap on the surface. Another option explored by this company was a
deep-fluted auger that retracts into a heated cylinder where ice is converted to a gas and
extracted. The third prototype Honeybee Robotics designed is a dual-wall coring auger. Here,
the ice is heated and extracted while the drill continues to operate, in order to be more time
efficient. Honeybee Robotics performed substantial testing, and released some of their findings
(11). The sniffer was not consistently able to extract water. Vapor sublimed but ultimately did not
enter the auger. Both of the two remaining auger systems were able to extract ice. Test results
show that smaller diameter augers are more energy efficient and they could capture a larger
percentage of the sublimated ice. The biggest problem with the coring device is that it is difficult
to control the device’s ability to hold a core sample, and extract the remaining solid after the ice
is extracted.
The next topic researched by the ice extraction team was methods of pumping water
from the bottom of the drill hole. There are two main types of pumps: positive and non-positive
displacement. An article titled, Positive Displacement Pumps- Performance and Application, by
David Parker, confirmed that a positive displacement (pd) pump is a better choice for this
application (12). The article shows that non-positive displacement pumps are generally less able
to handle a wide range of flow rates, are less efficient in low flow, high pressure situations, and
most importantly they are unable to produce suction lift without introducing extra equipment to
prime the pump. Mr. Parker also discusses the differences between rotary and reciprocating pd
pumps. Reciprocating pumps utilize check valves which the team believes can fail to seal
properly when the pumped fluid contains solid particles. Rotary pd pumps such as gear pumps
can also jam or wear prematurely by solids in the pumped fluid, which is due to the tight fits
required between stationary and rotating parts. When researching peristaltic pumps, it was
found that this type of pd pump is used effectively in pumping concrete (13). This type of pump
is highly resilient to abrasives and works well with both low and high viscosity fluids. Since the
device will be drilling through concrete and introducing water to the drilled concrete powder, it is
highly likely that the system will experience moments where a high viscosity fluid will need to be
pumped.
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The final stage of ice extraction is water purification. One of the initial water purification
ideas was a mechanical skimmer similar to a wastewater clarifier. These devices work to take
load off of later purification equipment, but will not produce sufficiently clear water for the
prototype, as it can not remove suspended particles of any size (14). This idea was not pursued
as the team found it to be unnecessarily complex and energy consuming for the low flow rates
expected. Similarly, electrocoagulation was not pursued, and the team moved towards a more
favorable, less energy consuming, passive separation system. The Interstate Technology &
Regulatory Council Mining Waste Team released a technology overview on electrocoagulation
showing that water conductivity must be high for this process to work (15). This may pose a
problem, as the STYX team will not know the quality of the ice block being mined at the NASA
test site. Also, electrocoagulation requires a consumable electrode. Designing a mass-efficient
system would be difficult, as there are many variables that contribute to the rate of electrode
decay.
Extensive research was put into mechanical filters. After viewing photos of the testbeds
from last year’s competition, it was determined that both small and large particles would be
present, which requires a two-stage filtration process.
Research into coarse, primary filters yielded metal mesh screens and sand filters as
potential options. Mesh filters stop solids that are larger than the mesh size from passing
through. In continuous operation, these filters can clog, inhibiting flow, but their thin construction
means there is not a great head loss across the mesh. Sand filters do not lose performance as
they are used, but they are not backflushable and require a substantial amount of mass. One
readily available component is the Rusco Sediment trapper (16). This design is promising
because it combines a settling tank and a metal mesh filter that allows large sediment to settle
out and medium size particles to be filtered. The cleaning valve in its base also makes this
option practical for automated, remote cleaning processes. For a secondary filter, extensive
research was put into what is commercially available for drinking water filtration. Pelican Water
Systems is one commercially available option that supplies many different types of filters
suitable for drinking water (17). Culligan Water is another commercially available in-home
drinking water filter brand (18). However, these types of units are rated for much higher flow
rates than is needed. These products may end up being too large and heavy for practical use.
Carbon filters, such as those made by Brita, may be a valid option. Its downside, however, is
that like Brita water filters, carbon filters must be replaced periodically. Another possibility was
the LifeStraw (19). This filter is much smaller and more compact, and can filter down to 0.2
microns. Lastly, the team did research into sintered metal filters. One such brand is Sintertech
which produces metal filters in a broad range of shapes, sizes, and porosity (20). These types of
filters are extremely robust, and they require much less pressure as compared to membrane
filters.

2.2 Existing Implementations
NASA has sent two previous missions to Mars with drilling equipment installed: Curiosity
and InSight. Curiosity's drill uses an enclosed auger to collect the sample from the hole it’s
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drilling. It then uses a masonry bit and hammer action to break through the rocks. The rover
then places stabilizing arms on the rock face it will drill on, then advances the drill forward into
the rock. It uses percussion to start a pilot hole and then it proceeds to drill 2.5 inches into the
rock (21). InSight’s mission is not about collecting samples, instead, Insight’s “mole” burrows
into the martian surface to collect data about the planet's constitution. The process for drilling
works like a hammer drill. The mole is a metal spike with a motor, a weight and a spring. The
weight is gradually lifted up and then released. The dropped weight drives the mole into the
ground by a small amount, and the process is repeated. Currently the mole’s tip is submerged
14 inches under the martian surface.

2.3 Past Competition Designs
Using the archives of the RASC-AL website the team can access the technical reports
written by past competing teams. Additionally, Youtube has videos from previous years’
competitions. Some issues from previous competitions included poor stabilization of the drill bit,
which caused the drill tip to sway drastically when attempting to start a new hole. Other teams
used a tube to constrain the end of the drill bit and were able to drill a more accurate hole (22).
Teams that used a water extraction device separate from their drill bit were unable to extract
water because the freshly drilled hole would often cave in when extracting the drill bit. Frame
stability appeared to be a frequent issue for many teams. One team attempted to solve this
issue using a floating drill design, however, this design resulted in uncontrollable bouncieness.
Teams that used roller wheels or low quality structural supports could not drill a hole with much
precision.
By viewing some clever designs, some questions the team had were answered. Most
teams at the last competition successfully used peristaltic pumps to move the contaminated
water from the bottom of the hole to the filter system (23). This helped alleviate the team’s
concern of how to pump water filled with small pieces of dirt, mud, and sand. In this competition
one objective is to retrieve the most water. To achieve this, one team used an articulating
heating probe and was able to extract 4 gallons of water during the competition. Another design
choice up for discussion was if using a load cell for telemetry would be accurate enough to
determine the composition of each layer. Previous competitors proved that load cells were
capable of delivering the level of accuracy required for the competition (24). This reinforced the
team’s decision to incorporate load cells into the STYX prototype.
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2.4 Patents
Existing patents for drilling and filtration methods proved useful for later ideation. It is
noteworthy that several patents specifically referenced prospecting applications. Table 1 lists
the relevant patents for drilling systems and table 2 lists the relevant patents for filtration
implementations along with brief descriptions.
Table 1. Relevant Drilling Patents
Patent Number

Patent Name

Description

US8038630B2

Floating Probe for

The invention is a novel device with an ultrasonic based drill and

Ultrasonic

corer. The invention uses ultrasonic vibrations, which are produced

Transducers

by a frequency compensation coupler, to produce a hammering
action with a relatively low axial-force.

WO2001083933A1

Smart-ultrasonic/

This invention is a concept for an ultrasonic based drill and corer.

sonic driller/corer

This iteration uses a free mass that vibrates back and forth to
transfer the vibratory force to the bit, rather than having the bit
directly affixed to the piezoelectric transducer.

US6550549B2

Core Break-off

A mechanism for breaking off and retaining a core sample from a

Mechanism

drill drilled into the ground. This device utilized two offset cores,
that when spun relative to each other, create an offset that breaks
the desired core from the ground, allowing the sample inside of the
coring bit to be brought out of the bore hole.

US6619413B2

Rock auger drill

A flightless rock auger capable of drilling through hard material
such as concrete. This is used for low speed drilling.

US5487434A

Rock drill with

A drill bit capable of drilling through rocks, that also has a fluted

conveying groove

shank to help keep the hole clear of debris.
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Table 2. Relevant Pumping and Filtration Patents
US7578662B1

Peristaltic Pump

A peristaltic roller pump that includes a rotor carrying a pumping
roller on one end and an occluding roller on the other end.
Occluding roller is designed to not cause any pumping of fluid
through the section of the tubing under that roller. This is a low
power, low flow pump that can move liquids with high particulate
concentrations.

US4049366A

Diaphragm pump

A diaphragm pump includes at least one diaphragm extending into
the pump housing. A driver connected to the diaphragm moves it
between a suction stroke for intake and a compression stroke for
outflow.

US4443169A

Gear pump

A gear pump uses an eccentric toothed gear in an annular internal
gear to create pressure by rotating the internal gear.

CN203264409

US9308584B2

Low-pressure self-

The low-pressure self-cleaning continuous filter is simple in

cleaning continuous

structure, self cleans the filter, low in cost, and capable of

filter

uninterrupted filtration.

Sintered fiber filter

Sintered fiber filters have high particle capture efficiency and low
pressure drop across the filter.

US1933595A

ES2394467T3

Sand or sediment trap

The object provides means to capture and contain sand or other

for pumping wells

sediment being pumped out of a well.

Water filtration

This filter is made of aquaporin water transport proteins that are

membrane

made into a layer and supported by a solid support, together
making a membrane for water filtration.

While several technologies useful to this mission profile have been investigated, only the
peristaltic pump appeared completely appropriate. Some other design philosophies will be
carried forward in the design, while others were useful for ruling out other paths.
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3.0 Objectives
The objectives of this project are clearly presented by competition organizers.
Specifications and guidelines are provided. This team’s interpretation of the problem statement
is as follows.

3.1 Problem Statement
The competition is broken up into two distinct parts that can be accomplished
simultaneously. The first goal of the competition is to produce a digital core of the test bed. This
can be created from any form of hands-off operation of the device. The digital core is created
through any means of data collection, and must give the number of overburden layers present,
the thickness of each layer, and the compressive strength of each layer, as accurately as
possible.
The second goal is to deliver as much clean water as possible. Underneath the
overburden layers of the test bed will be a solid block of ice. Teams must find a way to access
this ice and extract as much as possible during a 12 hour time frame. The competition will be
graded on a point based system, where water extracted during remote control of the system will
be weighted more than water extracted while in “hands on” mode. The NASA competition
guidelines use the terms “hands on” and “hands off” to distinguish between times when the
device is being operated either autonomously or remotely, and times when the operators are in
physical contact with the system.

3.2 Boundary Diagram
Although the goal of this competition is to test concepts that could be implemented on
Mars, the competition lays out very specific guidelines for designing the device to work in a
specific testbed. The system boundary diagram shown in Figure 3 depicts the bounding box of
the entire system. The dimensions are supplied by NASA. The device must mount on top of the
test stand, and may not overhang past the test bed’s edges.
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Figure 3. System Boundary Diagram
The test stand mounting constraints are defined in Figure 4. To conform to the mounting
dimensions and provide damping between the test stand and the drilling apparatus, rubber
shock absorbers have been placed at all test stand mounting points. Currently a four point
mounting solution is being implemented, but more analysis needs to be completed before ruling
out a six or eight point solution.

Figure 4. Test Stand Dimensions Provided by NASA
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3.3 Customer Needs/Wants
The customer’s overarching goal of hosting this project/competition is to collect novel
ideas and compare the efficacy of several different solutions to water extraction and
prospecting data collection. To do this, detailed information on the evaluation metrics were
supplied to the collegiate teams. Several of these metrics are quantitative, while others are
qualitative in nature. Point values were recently provided for many metrics, while others are
to be determined at competition. This ambiguity, along with the ranked nature of the
competition, muddies the definition of need vs. want. The discernible ‘needs’ are listed
below. Other high level metrics that the customer is interested in are listed below, while
detailed specifications can be found in section 3.4. The recently released scoring matrix is
attached as Appendix A.
Needs
-

Project Plan document to apply for the competition
Mid-Project Review document to qualify for continued funding and competition
qualification
Technical Report at project completion
Poster summarizing design
Prototype capable of:
- Drilling through Mars simulated overburden
- Extracting water from buried ice deposit
- Collecting telemetry data regarding overburden layer thickness and hardness

Quantitative Metrics
-

Quantity of water collected
Mass of >5 micron particulate remaining in water after filtration
Electrical power monitoring to remain under limit
Calibrated force monitoring to remain under limit
Accuracy of layer hardness data
Accuracy of layer thickness data
System mass to remain under limit
System dimensions to remain under limit
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Qualitative Metrics
-

Maximize ‘hands-off’ operation
Minimize system mass
Maximize water clarity
Ease of adaptability to spacecraft compatibility
Debris mitigation
Document quality
Poster quality

In addition to meeting the specific requirements for prototype performance, NASA has
also asked that teams propose methods and mechanisms that would more accurately represent
implementation on a rover platform for the surface of the Moon or Mars. Our proposed methods
are explained in detail in section 4.11.

3.4 Specifications
Table 4 lists all of the quantifiable specifications and requirements that the prototype is
expected to meet. NASA’s competition rules assign point values to several of these
requirements and points will be lost for each requirement that is not met. The tolerance column
describes what type of limit the requirement is. The risk column describes how difficult it will be
to meet the specification. The compliance column represents the method by which the
specification will be verified. A, I, T, and S represent analysis, inspection, test, and similarity,
respectively. The measurement tool column describes the specific method of collecting the
compliance data.
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Table 3. Specifications Table and Customer Requirements
Spec. #

Specification Description

Requirement or Target

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

Measurement
Tool

1

Height

2m

Max.

L

A, I

Tape Measure

2

Length

1m

Max.

L

A, I

Tape Measure

3

Width

1m

Max.

L

A, I

Tape Measure

4

Mass

60 kg

Max.

H

A, T, S

Scale

5

Power Use

1 kW

Max.

H

A, T, S

Clamp Meter /
Voltmeter

6

Weight on Bit

150 N

Max.

M

T, S

Load Cell

7

Drill Bit Length

96.52 cm

Max.

M

A, S

Tape Measure

8

Hole Temperature
Compatibility

-26 ℃

Min.

M

A, S

Thermocouple

9

Overburden Penetration

0.5 m

Min.

L

A

Stepper Motor
Position

10

Ice Extraction Depth

0.5 m

Min.

M

A

Stepper Motor
Position

11

Overburden Compressive
Strength

25 MPa

Max.

L

I

Load Cell

12

Hands off Operation

Device must work
autonomously or via remote
control

N/A

L

T, S

N/A

13

Operating Package

Entire system must remain
directly above the test station

N/A

L

A

N/A

14

Mounting Height

Device must leave 7-13cm
between mounting platform
and overburden

N/A

M

A

N/A

15

Data Logging

Team must log all power
consumption and WOB
measurements.

N/A

L

A, S

N/A

16

Power Supply

Teams must not augment the
power supply

N/A

L

I

N/A

17

Dust Abatement

The device must not blow
material away from the test
stand

N/A

L

T, I

N/A

18

Digital Core

Report the number of layers,
layer thickness, and layer
hardness of overburden

N/A

M

A, T, S, I

N/A
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4.0 Concept Design
The goal of concept design ultimately is to define a design direction. To determine an
appropriate design direction, ideation, prototyping, and decision making were required. This
section details the design methodology, decisions, and justifications made at the PDR stage of
the project. Several, but not all, elements were carried into the final design discussed in section
5.0.
To split the project into appropriate subsystems, the team completed a functional
decomposition of the system requirements. Through this process, shown in table 5, several
dependent and independent subsystems were identified. Ideation began for each subsystem via
brainstorming and some concept prototypes were created. Pugh, morphological attribute, and
weighted decision matrices were used to select final concepts for each subsystem.

Figure 5: Annotated Concept Design
This section of the report is broken up mostly by subsystems. The brainstorming process
and decision matrix process are common to all subsystems and are therefore presented as its
own section. Subsystem sections are broken down into the following subsections: decision
matrices, concept models, selected concepts, preliminary analysis, and design risks/challenges.
Not all subsections are represented for each subsystem, as not all processes were conducted
for each subsystem.
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4.1 Brainstorming
To generate a wide breadth of ideas for consideration, brainstorming was used. A
combination of individual and group brainstorming was found to be most effective for this group.
Figure 6 shows both an example of a group brainstorming session and an example of individual
brainstorming. The group brainstorming activity consisted of creating the largest possible
quantity of ideas on post-it notes with respect to a particular subsystem. Individual brainstorming
occurred mostly within each team member’s log book, with sketches drawn for the better ideas.
A similar methodology was followed for all subsystems. Lists of ideas generated for several
subsystems are reproduced in Appendix B.

Figure 6. Ideation Methods

4.2 Decision Matrices - Overview
Several types of matrices were used to narrow down the suggestions from ideation. For
dependent functions, 5.3ed in red on table 5, Pugh matrices were constructed to determine the
best options for each function. These matrices are attached in Appendices B, C, and D. Once
the best options from the Pugh matrices were identified, they were combined through a
morphological attribute matrix to help visualize potential combinations of concepts. The best
options from these morphological attribute matrices were then compared using weighted
decision matrices. The weighting values are chosen based on a combination of importance to
the competition and relative performance between considered concepts. For independent
functions, marked in yellow on table 5, only weighted decision matrices were required.
The approach this team chose is to reach the ice via several consecutive drilling tools,
followed by a heater probe that will melt the ice into liquid water. The water will then be
extracted via a metal straw integrated into the heater probe, with vacuum applied via a
peristaltic pump mounted above ground level.
Table 4. Functional Decomposition
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Break through Layers
Reach ice through
overburden

Maintain Clearance
Clear overburden
Remove Debris
Apply Power

Deliver as much
pure water as
possible

Move ice/water
Extract water
Melt ice
Remove particulate

Project Deliverables

Purify water sustainably
Self-cleaning filter

Maximize yield

Generate Digital
Core

Reach as much ice as
possible

Measure layer hardness
Measure layer thickness
Drive Motion

Traverse Test Bed
Transfer Loads to Frame
Dependent Topics
Independent Topics

4.3 Drilling Process
To complete the objective of extracting subterranean water, the overburden must first be
cleared. This process was split into three base functions via the functional decomposition
process shown in Table 5. These three basic functions are: break through the overburden,
remove debris, and maintain clearance. These activities must be completed through various
unknown layers in the competition environment.

4.3.1 Decision Matrix and Considered Concepts
The Pugh matrices in Appendix C show the various comparisons between concepts and
functional qualities. The morphological matrix in Table 6 depicts the best options for each
functional descriptor and led towards some of the final combinations analyzed in the weighted
decision matrix, Table 7. In the morphological matrix, it became clear that different tools
excelled in different functional areas.
UltraSonic drilling methods interested the team because very low force on bit was
required. With the 150N downwards force competition limit, this was an attractive option.
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Additionally, NASA is looking for innovative ideas and no ultrasonic drilling has been employed
yet on other planets. Despite these benefits, the complexity of designing a custom ultrasonic
system, the costs involved, and lack of large diameter implementations, it was rejected. Other
drilling options considered such as shoveling, drilling, augering, and jackhammering were also
rejected due to failures at previous competitions, tool wear considerations, and power
considerations.
To maintain hole clearance, several options considered appeared viable. These options
are shown in Table 6 and all appeared to be valid options, with some being more effective than
others. Finally to remove debris, augering was the most effective option presented, yet air blast
was also a competitive option to include in the weighted decision matrix.
Table 5. Morphological Attribute Matrix - Drilling Process
Function

Concept

Break Through Overburden

Percussive Drill Drill

Maintain Clearance

Simple Hole

Sheathed Hole Shallow Grade Air Blast

Remove Debris

Auger

Auger

Auger

Jackhammer

Drill

Shovel

Ultrasonic Drill

Percussive Drill Air Blast

Shovel

First Choice
Second Choice
Third Choice

Table 6. Weighted Decision Matrix - Drilling Process

Criteria

Percussive Drill,
Weighting (1- Sheathed Hole and
5)
Auger
Score

Total

Ultrasonic Drill and
Airblast

Auger and Simple
Hole

Score

Score

Total

Total

Power Efficiency

2

2

4

3

6

1

2

Axial Force Requirement

3

2

6

3

9

1

3

Cost

2

3

6

1

2

3

6

Complexity

4

2

8

1

4

3

12

Chip Clearance

4

3

12

2

8

2

8

Tool Life

2

3

6

2

4

1

2

TOTALS

42

33

33

‘Percussive Drill, Sheathed Hole, and Auger’ received the highest ranking and appears
to be the best all around process. This process will leverage the best attributes of each tool.
Sketches of alternative concepts are available in Appendix D.
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4.3.2 Preliminary Analysis
Our team acquired a rotary hammer drill early in the quarter to allow testing to begin
early, and help drive design decisions on drilling methods. Figure 7 shows a test rig that was
used for collecting preliminary data. Results from the first round of testing showed that the rotary
hammer drill could bore through fourteen inches of concrete in approximately one minute. The
data was collected with a 7/8” drill bit and testing was performed on inconsistently mixed
concrete; therefore, data was not conclusive enough to draw trends from. The qualitative
conclusion that the hard overburden could be penetrated allowed the team to finalize the
decision to utilize rotary hammer drilling in the final prototype. One concerning finding, shown in
Figure 7, is that the drilled holes almost immediately filled with chips after the drill bit was
removed. To combat this, tests were done with both vacuum clearing and air blast clearing, but
neither was deemed appropriate for NASA’s debris containment requirement. The alternative
explored was using a pile-driving method to insert a sleeve into the drilled hole, isolating much
of the broken up material for later removal via auger. This methodology was explored with a
proof of concept using a piece of ¾” conduit being hammer drilled into the previously drilled ⅞”
hole. The sleeve went in easily and was satisfactory to continue along this design path.

Figure 7. Test Stand for Drilling Process

4.3.3 Selected Concept
To achieve a borehole that is resistant to collapse and clear of debris, a 5-step, multi-tool
process will be used. This process requires tool changes, increasing system complexity, but
reducing risk by allowing each tool to be optimized for a single task. This innovative solution
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was a result of identifying the value of each tool in the morphological matrix. The 5-step process
is outlined in table 8 and the mission profile is displayed in Figure 8.
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Table 7. 5-Step Drilling Process
Process/Tool

Drill Mode

Purpose

1.5” Masonry Drill

Hammer Drill

Break through all layers of overburden and 4” into the ice sheet.

1.5” OD, .875” ID
Sleeve

Hammer Only

~.85” Auger

Drill Only

Drive a sleeve into the hole to prevent hole collapse, isolate
chips for evacuation, and align/prevent dust ingress for the
heater probe.
Clear out remaining material from inside the sleeve.

.75” Heater Probe

Off, Rotation
Lock
Drill Only

Melt 8” deep into ice and begin extraction. See section II part E
and section III part A for additional detail.
Retrieval of sleeve for subsequent holes.

Sleeve Extraction

The masonry drill bit diameter was chosen from the following three factors; combination
of extrapolated test data, required bore envelope for the heater probe, and the drill
manufacturer’s recommended maximum hole diameter in concrete. The test report in Appendix
E shows that there was a roughly exponential trend between drill bit diameter and penetration
rate. Extrapolating this trend gives an anticipated penetration rate of 1.6 in/minute using a 1.25”
masonry drill in concrete.
Preliminary chip clearance testing with simulated overburden resulted in frequent hole
collapse. ‘Lessons learned’ from previous years’ competitions also identified chip evacuation
and hole collapse to be a critical design issue. To address this common problem, a pile-driving
solution was conceptualized and found to be extremely effective in small scale testing. In
testing, documented in Appendix E, The hammering action of the drill provided enough force to
drive a pipe into a pre-drilled hole, despite debris partially filling the hole. Remaining debris
within the tube was then cleared with an auger. Based on this success, STYX will be moving
forward with a reusable, bore-sleeving technique.

Figure 8. Drilling Process Mission Profile
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4.3.4 Design Challenges and Risks
One concern the team has is the effect of low temperatures on the drilling speed. To
reduce the effects of temperature on any drilling process, an induction heater coil capable of
providing 1000W of heat will be mounted to the tool changer. At regular intervals, tools can be
retracted from an in-progress hole and reheated to reduce the effects of freezing temperatures.
Heating tools will also mitigate the risk of them becoming stuck or frozen in the overburden or
ice. Keeping constant motion within the borehole, peck drilling to extract chips, and regularly
cleaning tools off with the frame-mounted brush will also mitigate this risk. In the event that a
tool does become stuck, it is anticipated that a hammer drilling action and up to 400N of
upwards force will be enough to free any tool. Sizing of the vertical axis motor included
consideration for this contingency. Another risk is exceeding the power budget of the entire
system. The selected drill can pull 8.5 amps; the team is limited by a 9 amp fast blow fuse.
However, power budget has been considered when sizing the stepper motors and the fuse
should not blow if the system is programmed safely.

4.4 Drill
The drill subsystem fulfills the functional requirement of ‘apply power’ as shown in Table
5. This subsystem must be capable of removing the overburden that covers the ice, but remain
within the project specifications listed in Table 4. The main specifications that affect this
subsystem will be maximum weight on bit and power limits.

4.4.1 Decision Matrix and Considered Concepts
Several overburden penetration methods were investigated, including ultrasonic drilling,
traditional drilling, and core-drilling. Each of the alternatives had issues. These concepts were
compared using the weighted decision matrix shown in Table 9. Power efficiency and force
requirements were considered to be some of the most important criteria since breaking through
concrete is usually a power intensive and high impulse task, yet 1kW and 150N are the upper
limits allowed for this competition. Penetration rate was deemed less important as the
competition duration is 12 hours. An effective hole that takes a while to construct would be more
useful than several poorly maintained holes.
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Table 8. Weighted Decision Matrix - Penetration System
Weighting (1- Rotary Hammer
5)
Drill

Criteria

Score

Total

Hammer Drill

Conventional Drill

Ultrasonic Drill

Score

Score

Score

Total

Total

Total

Penetration Rate

2

3

6

2

4

1

2

1

2

Cost

3

2

6

3

9

3

9

1

3

Complexity

2

3

6

3

6

3

6

1

2

Power Efficiency

4

2

8

1

4

1

4

3

12

Force Required

4

2

8

2

8

1

4

3

12

Tool Life

3

3

9

2

6

1

3

2

6

TOTALS

43

37

28

37

Ultrasonic drilling is typically used for smaller diameter holes and is very expensive and
complex to implement correctly. Traditional drilling in concrete applications suffers from slow
penetration rates and poor drill bit life, especially with low axial forces. Finally, core-drilling is
rarely used in dry applications with high length/depth ratios and would present additional tool
cleaning challenges. Sketches of these alternative concepts are available in Appendix D.

4.4.2 Selected Concept

Figure 9. Selected Drill, Bosch RH432VCQ Rotary Hammer Drill (25)
For creating, clearing, and maintaining the holes necessary to reach ice, the team has
decided to use a multi-function Bosch RH432VCQ rotary hammer drill with a quick change
chuck (Bosch Power Tools). Hammer drilling was chosen because abundant data is available
on the topic, similar technology is already being used on interplanetary missions, and past
teams have used hammer drills with great success. The drill chosen has multiple operating
modes, including hammer drill, drill-only, and hammer only, which will be selectable remotely via
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a servo. Forward and reverse directions are selectable as well. This particular model of drill was
chosen because of its desirable features and because it has the highest drilling force within the
specified power limit.

4.4.3 Design Challenges and Risks
While this drill selection is a good choice, there are several challenges to overcome
moving forward. First, while this drill is designed for heavy construction applications, it is likely
not designed to run for hours continuously. The team is planning on implementing additional
cooling for the motor of the drill. Second, the hammer drill will need extensive testing with
several overburden types to characterize the amount of force coming into the frame so that
STYX does not accidentally exceed the 150N downwards force limit.

4.5 Tool Changer
Because of the complex drilling process chosen, multiple tools are required. Due to the
strict weight limit, using only one drill is the only viable option.

4.5.1 Decision Matrix and Considered Concepts
Two solutions appeared obvious to the team to integrate multiple tools. Tool changing
and multiple Z-axes were considered. Because of the added weight, expense, and complexity of
implementing multiple Z-axes, this solution was rejected. Multiple implementations of
toolchangers were compared using the weighted decision matrix shown in Table 10. The
concepts presented break the issue down into two categories, rack orientation and chuck
actuation. For rack orientation, linear and rotational axes were considered. For chuck actuation,
movement of a chuck depressor and movement of the drill itself are compared. The combination
of these two concepts generates the four options shown in Table 10. These two concepts were
considered together since there would be interference considerations dependent on each other.
Packaging was prioritized in Table 10 because it is possible that the tool changer would
limit the axis travel of STYX, thereby reducing the amount of potential harvesting area. Cost was
considered less important for this decision matrix as the options considered were relatively
close in cost. Table 11 summarizes the reasons for rejection of certain concepts. Sketches of
alternative concepts are available in Appendix D.
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Table 9. Weighted Decision Matrix - Tool Changer
Weighting
(1-5)

Criteria

Linear Rack and
Servo Depressor

Linear Rack and Lead
Screw Depressor

Rotational Rack and
Servo Depressor

Rotational Rack and Lead
Screw Depressor

Score

Score

Score

Score

Total

Total

Total

Total

Weight

3

2

6

1

3

3

9

2

6

Cost

2

2

4

1

2

3

6

2

4

Packaging

4

2

8

2

8

3

12

3

12

# Tools

3

2

6

2

6

3

9

3

9

Complexity

3

2

6

1

3

3

9

2

6

TOTALS

30

22

45

37

Table 10. Rejection Criterion - Tool Changer
Concept

Rejection Criterion

Linear Actuated tool changer

Not very compact, horizontal travel is reduced or tools
crash into horizontal rails

Lead screw chuck depressor

More complex than a simple servo, packaging is difficult
because both ends of screw is supported

Chuck swapper

Adds weight and cost, could just switch tools

4.5.2 Selected Concept
The rotary tool changing method with stationary chuck depressor tool swapping was
chosen because of the compact design, potential for expanded envelope, and maximized
horizontal travel. The tool holder is rotated by a stepper motor belt driving the hexagonal axle at
the bottom of the tool holder. The belt drive allows the motor to be farther away from the tool
changer and is primarily a packaging consideration. The operation of the tool changer follows a
four step process:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stepper motor rotates tool into plane of drill
Servo actuates to depress chuck
Tool falls into rack and new tool is rotated into position
Servo moves to allow the chuck to interface with a tool.
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Figure 10. CAD Model of Concept Design Tool Changer Mounted to STYX Frame

4.5.3 Preliminary Analysis
Qualitative data from preliminary testing helped define the locating cones at the base of
the tool changer; a swing angle was estimated and the mouth of the cone was designed to
accommodate for it. Additionally, packaging constraints were determined while the CAD was
being completed. The rotational tool rack retains an equal number of tools that a linear rack
would while saving approximately 4 inches of horizontal travel.

4.5.4 Design Challenges and Risks
The biggest challenge with the tool changer is the clocking of the tool into the correct
position such that it will line up with and insert into the drill chuck. Currently this obstacle will be
overcome with a procedure in the programming that runs the drill motor for short bursts to allow
a new clocking position to be attempted. The process will repeat until the correct clocking is
found and the tool can lock into the chuck. Another potential solution is to affix a potentiometer
to the drill and allow it to run in closed loop position control for tool changing. This would add
undesirable complexity and will be reserved as a backup to the procedural method. A risk of the
tool changer is it adds more single point failure modes to the system. If the motor stops working,
the belt snaps, or a tool jams the rotation the team will be forced to enter hands on mode and
the score for that drilled hole will be reduced by a factor of 5.
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4.6 Linear Motion
The linear motion system is divisible into actuation and load carrying. Integrated into the
linear motion system is the force gauge portion of the telemetry system, also noted in section
4.9. To measure downwards force accurately, a dual spring-damper load cell arrangement is
being used, as depicted in Figure 14. The integrated damper material will serve to reduce noise
in the load cell data and vibratory loads while hammer drilling to the leadscrew and frame. The
compression springs will allow for greater resolution in force application, reduced shock loading
to the leadscrew and frame, and compensation for feed rate in the event that the drill were to
suddenly transition from a soft to a hard material. When the system is loaded in tension, the
load is taken by rigid fasteners rather than springs. The integration of this telemetry system is
noteworthy when considering criteria by which to gauge each of the three linear actuation
methods and four load carrying options.

4.6.1 Decision Matrix and Considered Concepts
To compare considered concepts in a systematic manner, both the load carrying system
options and the actuation system options were compared using weighted decision matrices.
Linear Actuation
Three common methods of linear actuation were considered for the linear motion
system. These are reflected in the weighted decision matrix, Table 12. Rigidity was considered
most important based on past teams’ experiences and the inherent accuracy required for the
drilling process to function properly. Safety is also a concern as there will be significant mass
approximately two meters in the air, supported by a single axis actuation method. Finally,
resolution is important for consideration as the drill needs to align precisely with both the holes
drilled and the tool changer at different points in time. Cost and weight were considered to be
less important as there are only small relative differences between the presented options in
Table 11.
Table 11. Weighted Decision Matrix - Linear Motion, Actuation
Criteria

Weighting (1-5)

Belt Drive
Score

Total

Lead Screw

Ball Screw

Score

Score

Total

Total

Cost

2

3

6

2

4

1

2

Weight

2

3

6

2

4

2

4

Rigidity

5

1

5

3

15

3

15

Resolution

4

2

8

3

12

3

12

Backlash

2

2

4

2

4

3

6

Debris Tolerance

2

3

6

2

4

1

2

Safety

4

1

4

3

12

2

8

TOTALS

39

55

49
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Load Carrying
For load carrying, four options were considered in the final weighted decision matrix
phase. This matrix is shown in table 12. Rigidity was considered the most important factor
based on prior competition footage. Teams that employed less rigid methods of load carrying
suffered from extreme deflection of their frame as an obstacle was met by the drill. Accuracy is
also considered important for the same reasons discussed for the actuation method. Debris
tolerance was considered less important because there are dust mitigation methods available.
Cost was considered less important as the difference between these options was minimal.
Finally, adaptability is considered the least important of these options as the team intends to
complete assembly and testing of the unit with time to spare before competition. Any issues
found in construction or during testing can be mitigated on campus before shipping the device
fully assembled.
Table 12. Weighted Decision Matrix - Linear Motion, Load Carrying
Criteria

Weighting (1- Round Guide
5)
Rod
Score

Total

V-Track Wheels

Sliding Frame

Linear Rail

Score

Score

Score

Total

Total

Total

Cost

2

2

4

2

4

3

6

1

2

Weight

4

1

4

3

12

3

12

2

8

Rigidity

5

2

10

1

5

1

5

3

15

Debris
Tolerance

2

2

4

3

6

3

6

1

2

Accuracy

4

3

12

2

8

1

4

3

12

Adaptability

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

1

1

TOTALS

35

38

36

40

4.6.2 Concept Prototyping
Simple concept prototypes were produced to assist with discussion about axis and
bearing orientation. Examples of these are shown in Figure 11. In addition to simple models, a
more robust concept prototype was constructed to conduct preliminary testing, shown in Figure
7. The concept prototype, shown in Figure 11 is an example of a ‘sliding frame’. The physical
model confirmed that a rectangular frame with play in the bearing surfaces is not a rigid enough
solution for the application. A noteworthy observation from the concept prototype was that the
drillbit wanders significantly and likely needs to be constrained when starting a new hole.
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Figure 11. Conceptual Design of the Linear Motion System

4.6.3 Selected Concept
The chosen combination to support linear motion are lead screws and linear rails. The
lead screws will be driven by a belt drive for packaging reasons, but retain a desirable selflocking characteristic. In the instance of an electrical fault, power outage or power-saving
strategy involving the axis motors, the heavy drill head will remain passively supported by the
lead screw. To move the drill head around the drillable envelope, the team chose a two-axis
configuration. Preliminary torque, buckling, and mechanical resolution analyses were
performed in MATLAB (Appendix F), and were used to justify this design choice and determine
sizing. Two axis travel was chosen as a compromise between expanding the drillable area,
reducing complexity, and retaining necessary rigidity for drilling operations. Styx will be capable
of translating 0.8m horizontally and 1.4m vertically.
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Figure 12. Concept Motion Design
TPP23-240A10 stepper motors with current-controllable drivers were selected to power
the lead screws based on their high degree of controllability, cost-effectiveness, and wellspecified torque characteristics (TPP23 Stepper Motor). The motor’s torque curve can be found
in Appendix G. Travel speed, mechanical resolution, torque capacity, and power consumption
were important factors considered while choosing motors.
In addition to the load carrying and linear actuation components, another part will be
implemented to improve drilling accuracy. To constrain the drill bit tip and keep it plunging
vertically in the right location, a 4” long bushing will encircle tools used by the drill. While teams
in previous years have used this type of solution with moderate success, this team believes that
their implementations were too short to provide much resistance against deflection. Testing will
be conducted to ensure a 4” bushing is long enough.

4.6.4 Preliminary Analysis
Preliminary torque, buckling, and mechanical resolution analyses were performed in
MATLAB (Appendix F). Assumptions made for load cases were conservative and a factor of
safety of 2 was applied. This analysis was useful for determining the necessary lead screw and
linear bearing characteristics. CAD was used to assist with designing in the largest possible
travel range for the unit. The final travel dimensions are .8m horizontally and 1.4m vertically.
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4.6.5 Design Challenges and Risks
A major challenge to having a linear rail system is exposure to debris that could jam the
screw and prevent linear actuation. To prevent this, flexible sleeves will be fitted over the lead
screws to prevent debris from collecting on the screw. Additionally, no grease will be used on
the screw to keep dust from mixing with the grease and creating an abrasive slime. Another
challenge faced on the linear actuation system is difficulty aligning linear rails. If the linear rails
are skewed the system will bind and introduce extra friction, or worse stop completely. To
overcome this challenge the frame will be made as stiff as possible, and careful attention to
parallelism will be observed when mounting. The final challenge faced with the linear motion
system is the quality of the acquired parts. To decrease the cost of high tolerance linear
actuation parts the team is buying from China. Buying lower quality parts means increased risk
of failure and incompatibility between components. Planning for this will entail ordering parts
early, and ordering duplicates in case of failure.

4.7 Control and Electrical Design
To actually control the motors, supply power to components, and collect telemetry data
from sensors, relatively complicated control and electrical implementations are necessary.
For linear motion control, the team proposed two ideas. The first idea was to use an off
the shelf 3D printer controller. This method is quick and easy, as it requires no programming for
linear motion control. This method does not provide the capability to integrate the types and
number of sensors without extensive firmware editing, however. The other idea was to program
an entirely new control system using Arduino. The team decided to move forward with
programming a new control system, as the team has prior experience programming
microcontrollers. Because the barrier to entry for 3D printer firmware is so high, microcontroller
programming was deemed the only valid solution remaining. Decision matrices were not
employed for this subsystem.

4.7.1 Selected Concept
The following electronics concepts relating to the control system and electrical circuit
design were chosen to be integrated with our final design.
ELECTRICAL DESIGN
The electrical control system for STYX will be based on a primary digital logic system
with backup analog overrides available for all critical sub-systems. During normal operation, the
Arduino will actuate AC components using solid state relays and DC components using
Mosfets. Pulse-width modulated signals will be applied for the necessary components, along
with the necessary shielding to prevent any electrical interference between components. During
a fault situation, independent and redundant analog components can provide remote, manual
control. An example circuit diagram is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Preliminary Electrical Layout

A. AC Components
When possible, components were designed to run natively on 120VAC to avoid DC
conversion losses. The heating element used in the heat probe is composed of three 120VAC,
2.5A cartridge heaters wired in parallel for a combined 7.5A current draw and 900W heating
capacity. The Bosch drill chosen is rated for 8.5A at 120VAC.

B. DC Generation and Components
To convert AC to DC, STYX will utilize multiple switched-mode power supplies. A
1000W, 24VDC supply will power the high power stepper motors and induction coil heater. A
30W, 12VDC supply will power the peristaltic pump and Arduino Mega. Finally, 2A, 5V supplies
will provide power for on-board telemetry cameras, servos, low-power stepper motors, and other
miscellaneous equipment.

C. Power Management
Using the required 9A fast blow fuse requires that current consumption be carefully
monitored. The current curve for the Bussmann BK/AGC-9-R model fuse, provided in Appendix
H, shows some headroom above 9A for both starting current and continuous current. Current
limiting may be used to mitigate start up loads and marginal continuous power modes. Standard
operating procedures will be developed during testing. In addition, an Arduino controlled GUI
will be implemented that prompts the operator before powering a component on if an overcurrent scenario is likely. Table 14 shows the anticipated load in different operating modes at
the maximum and minimum expected line voltages. Component-level power draw is captured in
Appendix I. DC components were conservatively assumed to have an AC/DC conversion
efficiency of 85%.
Table 13. Power Budget Divisions
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Operation

Components

Always On

Controls and Camera

Drilling

Power
(W)

Amps @
120V

Amps @
110V

27

0.23

0.25

Z-Axis and Drill

1104

9.20

10.03

Drill bit Heating

Induction Heater

874

7.28

7.95

Melting and
Extraction

Heater, Steppers A and B, Zaxis stepper, Pump

1033

8.61

9.39

Tool Change

X-axis, Z-axis, and A-axis
steppers

152

1.26

1.38

Telemetry

Z-Axis Stepper

84

0.70

0.76

SYSTEM CONTROL
The team intends to operate STYX in ‘hands-off’ mode for the entire duration of the
competition in order to maximize the prototype’s score. To do this, remote control systems with
robust telemetry and some autonomous capability will be implemented. Whenever possible,
digital control will be used with closed-loop PID controlled systems. The system stability for
each operating mode will be thoroughly tested using both simulation and real world operation. In
addition, programmed logic and status checks will prevent operational conflicts. To reduce the
risk of a critical programming failure, each sub-system will also be operational in an open-loop,
manual override mode. A graphical user interface (GUI) will provide the STYX operator with
real-time system telemetry and prompts when system conditions approach operating limits.
Data logging, closed-loop operation, and the GUI will be managed via MATLAB’s
Simulink. This Simulink model will control an Arduino Mega via serial interface. The Arduino will
manage all component switching and analog data acquisition. Given the differences in available
telemetry and risk associated with different operating modes, it is expected that drilling
operations will be conducted autonomously, while tool changing and water extraction operations
will be conducted remotely.

4.7.2 Design Challenges and Risks
There are common challenges between the electrical and control systems. With a team
of all mechanical engineering students and only one team member pursuing a mechatronics
concentration, designing and manufacturing software and electrical hardware will have a steep
learning curve. With respect to the electrical systems, approval will be needed by university
faculty due to the high voltage requirements of several subsystems. In addition to controlling all
the components with software, the team intends to implement a GUI and logical checks based
on system parameters to prevent incorrect or dangerous system configurations. Software will
require extensive testing to ensure that each of these goals is met. Additionally, closed loop
systems will need thorough testing to ensure stability. Because these tests are required at the
system level, this will be some of the highest risk testing, as there will be little flexibility in the
schedule by this point. These challenges will be mostly overcome by frontloading the learning
curve. Team members will begin learning how to code arduino and reviewing controls theory
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before integration is complete. Block diagrams can be constructed and checked well in advance
of the final implementation.

4.8 Telemetry Generation
STYX will be capable of collecting temperature, power consumption, vertical force, water
pressure, position and video telemetry. Some of these channels are solely to provide the
operator with performance metrics, while others will be used to generate the required digital
core.
To monitor performance metrics, thermocouple data will be collected from the heater
probe tip and intermittent infrared temperature data will be collected from drilling tools. Electrical
component temperatures may be monitored, but will also have integrated thermal protections.
Power will be monitored at the system and component level via ammeters and voltmeters.
Water flow rate data will be used to monitor filtration and extraction rate. Positional data will be
provided by stepper motor index. Finally, video telemetry will be used in a ‘telemetry probe’ for
determining layer thickness and for monitoring tool changing operations.

4.8.1 Decision Matrix and Considered Concepts
Several concepts were initially considered for the creation of the digital core via
telemetric process. Two concepts considered by the team were proposed by a contact working
at Scientific Drilling: gamma ray detection and resistivity logging (3, 26). The other methods
considered utilized more traditional telemetric equipment, a load cell and camera probe, to
create the digital core. These concepts were then compared using pugh matrices found in
Appendix C. Following the completion of Pugh matrix analysis, further comparison was
conducted via a weighted matrix found below in Table 15. The key characteristics compared in
the weighted decision matrix were chosen to be resolution, accuracy and complexity. Although
cost was not weighted as heavily in the decision matrix, gamma ray detection as well as
resistivity logging were discounted as viable methods with this consideration. Sketches of
alternative concepts are available in Appendix D.
Table 14. Morphological Attribute Matrix - Telemetry Process
Function

Concept

Measure Layer Hardness

Rate v. Force

Brinell

Rate v. Force & Brinell

Measure Layer Thickness

Rate v. Force

Camera Probe

Gamma Ray

First Choice
Second Choice
Third Choice

Table 15. Weighted Decision Matrix - Telemetry Process

Resistivity
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Criteria

Weighting (1- Rate v. Force and
5)
Camera Probe
Score

Rate v. Force &
Brinell, Camera Probe Rate V. Force

Total

Score

Total

Score

Total

Resolution

5

2

10

3

15

1

5

Accuracy

5

2

10

3

15

2

10

Complexity

3

2

6

1

3

3

9

Cost

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

Path to Flight

3

3

9

3

9

3

9

TOTALS

37

44

36

4.8.2 Selected Concept
The finalized process for digital core creation will be split into two operations, layer
thickness and hardness. To determine layer thickness, the telemetry camera probe will be
inserted into a previously harvested hole. Unlike other borehole sleeves, this telemetry hole will
utilize a clear, polycarbonate tube. A live video feed from the borehole, coupled with Z-axis
position data will provide layer thickness data. Hardness data will be collected via force vs. feed
rate data while drilling and a Brinell style hardness test. Load cell telemetry will be able to
compare drilling force and rate to a list of previously tested materials. This type of telemetry can
be collected during all drilling operations throughout the competition. For at least one hole, the
telemetry probe will be used to measure force and deflection of each layer material using a
Brinell style hardness test to produce another data set for comparison. This style of test will be
especially useful on softer layers, where drilling data may have too much noise. If the drilling
telemetry and probe telemetry agree, the layer’s compressive strength will be recorded. If not,
the sample size will be increased.

4.8.3 Design Challenges and Risks
The largest challenge surrounding the telemetric processes will be the calibration of the
load cells as well as the amplification of the data to an arduino. The load cells STYX will
ultimately utilize are simple S type load cells with loose wiring to integrate into an electrical
system to interpret voltages. This will leave all calibration work and arduino interpretation up to
the STYX team. A secondary challenge facing the STYX team will be the illumination of the hole
walls for adequate footage. Without proper illumination, the camera will be unable to identify
color changes between layers, failing to properly map all layers. One risk that STYX is currently
considering is the structural stability and strength of the clear tubing inserted for the camera
probe path.
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Figure 14. Load Cell Configuration Interfacing to Lead Screw.

4.9 Harvesting Process
The water extraction subsystem will pump liquid water from the heating unit to the water
holding tanks provided at the competition. It will also extract impurities from the water before
delivering it to the holding tanks.

4.9.1 Decision Matrices and Considered Concepts
The first objective for the water harvesting unit was to determine whether ice should be
cut and extracted as a solid, melted and extracted as a liquid, or boiled and extracted as a gas.
The next stage covers water purification techniques. The functions that may be required of the
water harvesting system were compared using Pugh matrices in Appendix C. The general
decisions made are summarized in Table 17.
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Table 16. Morphological Attribute Matrix - Harvesting Process
Function

Concept

Move Ice/Water

Peristaltic Pump

Bubble Pump

Evaporative
Centrifugal pump Collection

Melt Ice

Water
Convection

Conduction

Air Convection

Radiation

Remove
Particulate

Sand Trap

One Stage
Membrane
Filtration

Two Stage
Filtration

Centrifugal
Filtration

Filter Longevity

Oversizing

Backflow

Physical Clean

Filter
Replacement

Maximize Water
Yield

Passive Heating
Element

Expandible
Actuating
Two Axis
Heating Element Heating Element Movement

Ice Block
Extraction

Ice shaving
Extraction

Density Stack

Three Axis
Movement

First Choice
Second Choice
Third Choice

The morphological attribute matrix shown in Table 16 helped the team determine the
three best possible courses of action to deliver the clean water. These options were further
considered in the weighted decision matrix found in Table 17.
Table 17. Weighted Decision Matrix - Harvesting Process

Criteria

Weighting
(1-5)

Peristaltic Pump, Conduction,
Two-Stage Membrane,
Backflow, Actuating Heating
Element, Two Axis Motion

Centrifugal Pump, Conduction,
Sand Trap, Oversizing,
Expandible Heating Element

Bubble Pump, Water
Convection, One Stage
Membrane Filter, Backflow,
Passive Heating Element, Three
Axis Movement

Score

Score

Score

Total

Total

Total

Cost

2

2

4

1

2

3

6

Complexity

3

2

6

1

3

3

9

Throughput

4

3

12

2

8

2

8

Water Clarity

4

3

12

3

12

2

8

Path to Flight

4

2

8

2

8

1

4

Water
Efficiency

3

2

6

3

9

2

6

Power
Efficiency

3

3

9

3

9

2

6

TOTALS

57

51

47

47

4.9.2 Selected Concept
An actuating heat probe that deploys into the drilled hole was chosen as the method for
melting ice. This device is capable of actuating vertically, rotationally, and angularly. The drill
actuates the entire probe up and down within the hole. The pivot actuation motor raises the
heater out to the side, and the axial rotation motor allows the probe to spin about its vertical
component. These actuators are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Heater Probe Subsystem Annotated
The purpose of this heating design is to maximize the volume of ice melted in each
drilled hole. Currently, the probe is designed to fit through a 1 ¼” drilled hole. When the heating
arm is fully actuated outward and spun around, it will deliver an 8” diameter cylindrical melting
pattern.
A peristaltic pump was determined to be the best option for extracting liquid water from
the hole. The pump was chosen for its self-priming capability and its resilience to debris. It is
also fully reversible, allowing this pump to also be used for backflushing the filtration system.
The inlet to the pump will be connected to the heater probe so that liquid water can be extracted
as quickly as possible, in order to avoid re-freezing.
A two-stage filtration system will be implemented, which allows for separate coarse and
fine filter functions, protecting the finer stage from most of the fouling. The first stage of the
filtration system is a spin-down sediment trap designed to isolate large particulates. The
sediment trap will feature an electronic ball valve designed to periodically purge collected
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debris. Final filter dimensions will be chosen based on real world ice melting rates, pump flow
rate, and fouling characteristics.
The second stage of the filtration system relies on an extra-fine sintered stainless steel
filter to remove particulates sized 5 microns and larger. This level of filtration should produce
clear, potable water in the competition environment. Sintered filters are physically strong,
corrosion resistant, and backflushable. Heat and vibration may be used to augment the
backflow cleaning process. Heating causes the filter pores to expand, while vibration is effective
for knocking particulates loose. This filter design and backflow strategy will minimize the
required back pressure and flow velocity when cleaning the filter, ultimately preserving as much
water as possible for collection. Sketches of alternative designs are available in appendix D.

4.9.3 Concept Prototyping
An initial concept was 3D-printed and tested with moderate success, it was a scaled
down version of the final product. It successfully separated the particles from the water, and
allowed the debris to settle to the bottom of the filter reservoir. Figure 16 shows this filter.

Figure 16. Filter Prototype.
Preliminary filter testing, documented in Appendix J, showed that tube blockage and
sediment coagulation will be design hurdles. Tube blockage can occur when particles larger
than .1” across enter the system. To prevent this, the heater probe tip will integrate a coarse,
passive screen before the pump tube entrance. Testing verified the need for a multi-stage filter
in order to mitigate filter degradation from coagulating sediment. Because of this hands-on
experience, the first-stage filter will be designed to operate under a fouled condition and will be
optimized for thorough backflow. While the second stage filter will be as fine as possible.
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4.9.4 Preliminary Analysis
Preliminary calculations for determining the minimum required filter surface area is in
Appendix K. These calculations showed that for a 5 micron sintered steel filter, a 37 in 2 surface
area would be required to maintain a 400 mL flow rate. Under these conditions, 0.53psi would
be required from the pump in order to maintain this flow. Further testing will be used to
determine fouling rates, which will determine the operational flow rate.

4.9.5 Design Challenges and Risks
For the heater probe, the main concern with the design is the pivot point. The team has
to be especially careful of thermal expansion because the joint will be composed of two different
metals: steel and copper. Another issue with the pivot is dirt ingress and wear. Since the heater
is submerged into the overburden, the pivot mechanism must be shielded from particulate to
avoid potential failures such as binding and breaking.

4.10 Frame Design
The frame was designed with constraints of size, weight, adjustability, and ease of
interface in mind.

4.10.1 Considered Concepts
The concepts considered for frame construction were square tube with bolted
connections, square tube with welded connection, and aluminum extrusion. Because of
anticipated changes in design and location, the ease of assembly and adaptability of 8020 t-slot
extrusion was considered to be extremely valuable and was chosen for the first design iteration.
This concept design is shown below in Figure 17.
The 8020 is a structurally inefficient material and added too much weight to the frame
with the frame base alone weighing ~123lbs. This issue was noted just before PDR with the
intent to redesign using square tube to reduce weight, despite the reduction in adjustability and
added complexity associated with bolted connections. This redesign is discussed in section 5.0.
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Figure 17. Frame concept design A frame X-rail.

4.11 Path to Fight
Competition rules require consideration of ‘path to flight’, critical design changes that
would be necessary to be compatible with either Mars or lunar operations. STYX is designed to
function on Earth in standard temperature and pressure conditions. To be fully operational in a
lunar or martian environment STYX would require several intensive modifications. Protection
from radiation, galling, off-gassing, and other space related hazards would be required.
Additionally, modifications to the operational strategy would be necessary to accomplish the
mission objectives.
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4.11.1 Water Extraction on Mars
Mars has a thinner atmosphere than Earth with an average atmospheric pressure of 600
to 700 Pa, roughly 1% of Earth’s (28). This low atmospheric pressure paired with low surface
temperatures, averaging at -81⁰ Fahrenheit, results in sublimation of ice (29). STYX’s martian
ice extraction would be done by heating solid ice to assist in sublimation. Water vapor would be
collected via the borehole sleeve, through which it would flow into a holding tank, where a cold
plate would be used to refreeze the gas. To produce liquid water, the tank would occasionally
be sealed and heated to obtain the necessary pressure and temperature to support liquid water.
This process eliminates the need for pump-based extraction, filtration for particulates or
dissolved perchlorates, and solves the issue of atmospheric pressure. Despite these numerous
benefits, a slower yield rate than direct liquid extraction would need to be considered for mission
planning.
Another consideration is the average surface temperature of Mars, -81 ⁰F (29). Because
the bore sleeve is subjected to surrounding atmospheric, overburden, and ice temperatures, it is
possible for water vapor to prematurely re-freeze within the sleeve, eventually blocking flow. To
overcome this problem, the bore sleeve would implement heating elements to maintain
sublimation temperatures.
Finally, Styx’s current design inserts and retracts rigid sleeves into each drilled hole to
prevent hole collapse. STYX’s sleeves will be 0.6 meters long, which is enough to confidently
reach the ice layer given the known test bed layout. Recent research has estimated that ice
deposits would be at least half a meter below the surface in the Arcadia Planitia region (31). In
order for STYX to be effective on Mars, the drilling, sleeving, and extraction operations need to
reach deeper. Instead of expanding the frame and travel dimensions of the system, drilling and
extraction systems could be implemented in a mole-style system demonstrated on the InSight
mission, while sleeving is handled with a telescoping pipe (30). Mole-style systems would only
be limited by the length of cable available, which is lighter and more space-efficient than solid
tools. A telescoping system, although more complex than rigid sleeves, would retain the
reusability characteristic of the current sleeve design.

4.11.2 Prospecting on the Moon
The extreme temperature range of the lunar environment requires special consideration.
Designing STYX to tolerate differential thermal expansion within assemblies and changing
material properties would be critical. One example of a critical fit that would need a redesign is
between the brass lead screw nuts and stainless steel lead screws, as binding would occur with
differential expansion. As temperature fluctuates, the changes in material property would require
a recalibration of certain telemetry components such as load cells. Other components such as
rubber belt drives would need to be replaced with more stable alternatives as rubber would
become brittle or melt in lunar temperatures.
Lunar prospecting would only require drilling and telemetry systems, not extraction or
purification systems. Additionally, mobility would be more highly valued for scientific purposes.
To accommodate a mobile rover platform, extraneous systems would be removed to reduce
weight and envelope. Additionally, adding a coring bit to the tool changer may be useful, since a
central shaft is not required on every hole and core samples have more scientific value.
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A critical consideration unique to the moon is dust ingress. The lunar surface is covered in a thin
layer of highly abrasive, very fine particulate that has proven problematic since the Apollo
program. To mitigate dust ingress, seals would be implemented at every moving interface, and
the operational profile would be adjusted to reduced dust-producing activities. An example of
this would be to use a ‘drill only’ mode rather than ‘hammer drilling’ whenever possible.

4.11.3 Testbed Enhancements
To better mimic martian and lunar operating conditions, vibration dampening may be
integrated at the mounting points of STYX and between the drill assembly and the frame. Any
non-terrestrial implementation would benefit from reduced vibratory loads. Another necessary
modification for lunar and martian readiness will be the sealing of all electrical control
components within a Faraday cage to protect components from solar radiation. Grounding all
electrical components will also be critical to prevent differential charging and mitigate the risk of
arcing between equipment. STYX will be enclosing its on-board electronics in a sheet metal box
and ensuring the entire system runs on a common ground connected to the provided 3-prong
outlet.
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5.0 Final Design
This section will highlight the final design choices of the prototype by each subsystem.

Figure 18: Final design (filtration and electronics subsystems not pictured. Mounting solution
pending final electrical box dimensions and placement)

5.1 Frame
The frame was designed to transfer drilling loads from the drill to the test stand, support
a linear actuation system, and provide mounting points and support for all other subsystems.

5.1.1 Frame Design Features
To improve the design the A frame structure was abandoned for a single gusset design.
This design decision was justified because the angle on the A frame was preventing it from
efficiently transferring the horizontal load to the base. Additionally, the height of the frame was
reduced to the minimum height necessary to effectively carry the bearing loads to reduce
wasted weight in height. Finally, the diagonal cross member was removed in favor of lighter
cross cables. The revised frame is shown in Figure19.
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Figure 19. Frame Optimized design gusset square tube aluminum.
The frame is made of thin wall aluminum selected to be the largest size tube for the
thinnest wall thickness. This is because the extra tube size adds bending stiffness to the
system, as the tube walls are further from the neutral axis then a thicker walled and smaller
tube. Members are mounted together in a bolted up assembly style. This alleviates the need for
difficult welds and allows the frame to be disassembled for easier transport to competition. The
frame also features a cross cable stabilization feature, where two cables create an X frame
across the center of the drilling apparatus. The frame interfaces with the provided test rig 2x4’s
via 12 ¼” lag bolts.
Below in Table 19 a breakdown of the weight of each subsystem is tabulated. Currently
the total system is over the weight budget by ~ 6 lbs, however weight saving measures are
planned such as: using kevlar string in lieu of steel cable, adding lightening holes into low stress
areas of the frame, redesigning the drill plate with ⅛ in aluminum instead of ¼ in plate, and
replacement of the thick walled aluminum diagonal members with thin walled members.
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Table 19. Drilling System Weight Breakdown
Subsystem

Weight (lbf)

Frame Base

42.2

Z-Axis Assembly

21.5

Tool Changer

9.7

Drill & Mounting

19.6

Tools

30

Filter

6.6

Electronics

9

Estimated Total

138.6

Allowed Total

132.3

Weights are determined using a combination of
weighing and Solidworks mass properties

5.1.2 Frame Analysis
Hand calculations and Matlab calculations were completed for all significant members of
the frame. The process for completing the analysis involved comparing the Von Mises stress in
each member to the yield stress of the 6061-T6 aluminum being used for the frame. This
calculation was completed from every combination of stock dimensions considered for
purchase. The stress surface was plotted alongside a plane of the yield stress and the stock
size was selected based on weight and bending efficiency considerations. Buckling,
compressive stress, and bending stress were examined for significant members. This analysis
is documented in Appendix L. Once members were selected and the buildup in CAD was
completed, FEA was used to ensure smaller details were captured in the analysis. The primary
load case was selected to be as conservative as possible with a Factor of Safety (F.S.) of 1.5
being applied to the loads. The primary load case was that of the drill being as far out of the
hole as possible, the drill at max torque catching on a rocky inclusion, and the z axis motor
pulling out with 150lbf. With this load case the FEA showed no failure of members and predicted
a maximum deflection of ~0.8in. The FEA buildup is documented in Appendix M.

5.2 Drilling Assembly
An Off-The-Shelf (OTS), hand held rotary hammer drill was chosen for this prototype.
The drill requires a custom 3D printed component to hold it securely to the linear rails and lead
screw that actuates it up and down.
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Analysis of past competition designs showed that keeping drilling forces below 150N
was possible, but these designs were not able to utilize the upper limit to the fullest extent. From
the data shared by other teams, it was apparent that in order to avoid spikes in drilling force that
exceeded 150N, the average drilling force had to be closer to 100N. These spikes in WeightOn-Bit (WOB) came when the drill transitioned from drilling a soft material to a hard material.
In order to maximize weight on bit, but allow compliance for transition between soft and
hard materials, a spring-damper system is employed.Figure 20 shows the springs and dampers
that can compress and absorb impact loading from the hammer drilling action with no major
updates since the concept design. The springs chosen have a combined maximum load of 60
lbf and 1 inch of travel, giving significant margin for the downward force requirement. Less stiff
springs are being considered and may be integrated if a need is found during testing as the drill
gantry itself already weighs approximately 18 lbf.

Figure 20. Drilling Assembly
The finalized method of mounting the hammer drill to the drill plate is via a 3D printed
mount and hose clamps. Silicone rubber is sandwiched between the drill and 3D print to absorb
any pressure points arising from imperfect modeling or printing of the 3D print geometry.
Shimming methods are to be used between the 3D printed mount and the drill plate to tram the
drill. The linear sliders will be discussed in the linear motion section.
Not shown in Figure 20 are the electromechanical means of interfacing with the drill. The
trigger of the drill will simply be zip-tied to a fully on position and the power will be controlled via
a triac circuit, described in a later section. The remainder of the controls will be interfaced with
using 20 kg-cm servo motors as shown in Figure 21.
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To actuate the quick-release chuck on the rotary hammer drill, two servos were chosen.
The actuation force for the chuck release is approximately 15 lbf. The calculation for servo
motor strength chosen is shown in appendix N. Servos are lighter than linear actuators and
more compact, making them an ideal choice for short stroke applications such as this. The
servos will pull on strings attached to a plate that will pull on the chuck. This plate will be able to
move far enough downwards to completely clear the chuck, ensuring no rubbing occurs while
the drill is operating. Depressing the chuck requires approximately 0.3” of stroke, which the
servo rotation can easily handle.
A drilling mode rotary switch on the top of the drill changes between four modes:
hammer drill, drill, freely rotating hammer, and locked rotation hammer. A forward/reverse
switch located on the bottom of the drill will be actuated with a servo driven pulley system. To
size the servo motors, the mode selector actuation torque was tested with a torque wrench,
while the forward/reverse actuation force was measured with a scale since a translational
actuation method was chosen. A factor of safety of 2 was chosen and all the required torques
were between 7 and 10 kg-cm. Based on the factor of safety requirement, ease of use, and an
inconsequential difference in price, 20 kg-cm was chosen to be the common servo type.

Figure 21. Servo Interface Mockups for Drill Controls

5.3 Linear Motion
Only minor changes from the concept design of linear motion have been made. The
motors driving the leadscrew axes have been replaced and the lead screws were repurchased
from a domestic source due to Covid-19 complications. As a result of domestic purchase, the
thread pitch is now in english units, rather than metric, but retains a very similar value and the
same critical self-locking characteristic. Thorough analysis was conducted for each axis of
motion as well to ensure compatibility with existing load cases.
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X-Axis
The motor choice for the X-axis changed from the TPP23 stepper motor to a generic
nema 17 stepper motor. Due to the mechanical advantage provided by the lead screw and the
low frictional and inertial loads caused by the gantry, very little torque is required to drive the Xaxis. The selected motor is approximately 90% cheaper than the original motor choice and has
a maximum torque of 59 N-cm. The calculations shown in APPENDIX X use a conservative load
case for horizontal actuation loads and find a factor of safety >20. Other analyses shown
calculate the maximum travel speed and time, maximum torque given the belt reduction, and
positional resolution available based on step resolution of the motor, belt reduction, leadscrew
pitch and typical frictional coefficients of the leadscrew and linear bearings.
Z-Axis
The motor choice for the Z-axis is now a planetary geared DC motor with encoder
feedback from AndyMark. This motor and gearing combination was chosen for its superior
speed and torque over the original TPP23 motor and provides a greater travel speed and torque
margin. The same analyses discussed for the X-axis were performed for the Z axis, updated
with the revised leadscrew pitch and motor characteristics, and are also shown in Appendix X.
The major difference between the X-axis and Z-axis is the load case where a tool is stuck in the
overburden. 200 lbf of pull out force was deemed reasonable for this load case and the
motor/leadscrew combination used has a torque margin of >500%.

5.4 Tool Changer
The final design of the tool changer now incorporates a support at the top and the
bottom. After constructing the original design, testing proved that extra support was necessary.
A single bend test was performed on the system without the top support bar, and there was an
unacceptable displacement of ⅝” at the clip when 5 lbf was applied. Also, due to a change in
drilling operations and sequencing, the only tool that will extend above the tool changer’s top
support is the heater probe. The implication of this change is that a top support is feasible and
reaching all the different tool slots simply requires rotating forwards and backwards to not crash
the heater probe into the support, rather than rotating a full 360 degree, one direction
rotation.The final design is illustrated in Figure 22.
A geared stepper motor was chosen for driving the tool changer as positional accuracy
and holding torque were considered critical over speed. Given an output shaft torque of 200Ncm, a belt ratio of 3, and a radius of 5 inches, a maximum tool loading/unloading force of ~10 lbf
was determined, as shown in appendix N. The positional resolution is calculated to be ±0.01”
based on the steps per revolution of the motor and the total gear reduction including the
planetary gearbox and belt drive. These two metrics more than satisfy the desired design
constraints of a 5 lbf tool loading/unloading force and positional resolution <.06”.
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.
Figure 22. Tool Changer Assembly with Tools

5.5 Drill Bit
The first step in the water extraction process is to drill through all layers of overburden
and into ice. This step will be performed with a 1.5” masonry drill bit. Initial testing proved that
the carbide-tipped masonry bit was effective at penetrating hard, solid materials such as
concrete, as well as soft, loose materials such as dirt and sand. Test data is located in Appendix
E. The drill is designed to penetrate 1 inch into ice, then stop. The drill diameter choice was
driven by the necessary features on the sheath, which will be discussed in 5.5.

Figure 23. Drill with Floating Collar
The drill bit is manufactured using three components. The drill bit purchased for this
project is longer than the competition rules allow. This was necessary to achieve the required
flute length necessary to be compatible with a new alignment collar system. The end of the drill
bit will be cut to remove the SDS-max type spline and a custom-designed adapter incorporating
an SDS+ spline will be welded on to interface the drill bit with the rotary hammer drill.
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As mentioned above, an alignment collar system will be used to ensure the drilled hole is
started at the expected location on the X-axis and is made as straight as possible for
subsequent tools to easily interact with the hole axis. Though this collar system serves the same
purpose as the bushing system described in the concept design phase, this new implementation
is two piece design that can accommodate the true drill bit geometry. The collar system consists
of a floating collar that is radially constrained against the flutes of the drill bit. It is frictionally
constrained axially using magnets so that gravity alone or small bumps will not move the floating
collar, but being pressed inside a stationary collar will allow it to move as the drill plunges. The
stationary collar will be mounted to the Z-axis frame so that it is permanently aligned with the
drilling axis. It is large enough to allow the largest tools through the opening, but small enough
that it helps locate other tools like the sheath without needing subsequent floating collars.

5.6 Sheath
After the drill bit is retracted from the hole, the sheath is hammered in. The sheath tool
consists of two parts, the carrier and the sheath. The carrier is held in the chuck of the rotary
hammer drill, and it in turn holds the sheath. The carrier has three dowel pins that line up with
three slots in the top of the sheath. Rotating the drill locks the carrier into the sheath, allowing
the drill to hammer in and pull out the sheath from the hole. The sheath has two distinct outer
features. The outer diameter is 1.5” to be a tight fit in the drilled hole. At the bottom, a coarse
thread is cut into the sheath to help constrain it vertically within loose dirt. The top features are
fins that constrain the sheath from rotating while the auger is working inside of it. The size of
these features were determined by informal testing of a 3D printed prototype and a smooth pipe.
Testing showed that the features do help resist rotation and axial motion, but were not large
enough on the 3D printed prototype to adequately resist the forces expected during augering.
Finally, a row of holes down the length of the sheath act as view ports for a camera that
is intended to look out and determine the composition and thickness of various layers. These
holes are clocked intentionally on the sheath with an asymmetric feature at the top for alignment
purposes. The final design is shown in Figure 24.
Stress analysis was performed to ensure the sheath and carrier will be strong enough in
torsion to withstand a drill stall torque load case with a factor of safety >2. This analysis is found
in Appendix N. Additionally, FEA was used to simulate maximum pull-out loading conditions
through the dowel pins and interlock slots and were found to have factors of safety >2, as
shown in Appendix N.
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Figure 24. Sheath Carrier (left) and Sheath (right)

5.7 Auger
The auger is used to clear the inside of the sheath of loose material to make room for
the heater probe. The final design has flutes running only 3 inches up the shaft due to
manufacturability constraints, as shown in Figure 25. This means that the auger will likely take
multiple plunges to fully clear out the hole. Flute geometry was driven by ease of manufacturing
and expected debris sizes derived from drill geometry. No geometry larger than 0.15” in any
dimension is expected and the flutes have a width and depth in excess of 0.18”.
Stress analysis and FEA were performed to validate the final auger dimensions. Both the
hollow shaft and the solid auger tip core dimensions were driven by torsional loads in a drill stall
scenario. These calculations are shown in Appendix N.
The auger is composed of three separately machined parts. The fluted tip will be
machined separately and welded to the shaft. An SDS Plus adapter will be welded to the other
end of the shaft so that it can interface to the drill. The auger will be used in ‘drill only’ mode to
prevent damage, although it is expected that the tool should be able to handle ‘hammer drill’
mode if it is determined necessary during testing.
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Figure 25. Auger

5.8 Camera Probe
The camera probe is designed to enclose a small wireless camera and a 45 degree
mirror to see out through the holes in the sheath. The camera has integrated LEDs and will
stream the view to an operator’s phone. The structure of the probe consists of 3D printed parts,
an SDS Plus adapter, and a square tube. The top 3D print part shown in the figure below has
asymmetric dowel pins that match slots on the sheath. The mating of these features will ensure
the camera view aligns with the holes in the sheath.

Figure 26. Camera Probe

5.9 Heater Probe
The heater probe has seen a few changes since conceptualization. First, the shaft and
heating tip have been reduced to 0.75” diameters. Minimizing this dimension allows for a
smaller drilling hole, thus saving on time spent drilling and overall system mass. The copper
heating tip is 7” in length, allowing a 14” diameter half-sphere of water to be extracted. In order
to increase positional resolution and decrease power usage, the two actuating stepper motors
were replaced with worm drive DC motors with encoder feedback. The worm drive setup
provides significantly increased torque and allows the copper heating tip to maintain its position
without requiring the motor to be powered.
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The heater probe contains two thermocouples. One monitors the heating element in
order to avoid burning out the element. The other monitors the entrance of the water suction line
to ensure that the suction line is not frozen shut. There is a possibility that the collected water at
the bottom of the melt zone would have time to re-freeze while the heater probe is in an
actuated position, blocking its path back to the vertical position. The thermocouple at the straw
inlet will be able to determine if the water is below the freezing point, letting operators know to
be more careful when retracting the heater probe.
To ensure the heater probe is robust within an extremely small package, several
calculations were performed to make sure operating methods were compatible with mechanical
constraints. One example of this is how to determine that the heater tip has reached full
actuation. Because there will inevitably be stretch in the kevlar string, position feedback will not
tell the whole story. While position feedback data from the actuation motor is recorded, this
information will mostly be used for approximating an actuation angle based on test data. The
solution for this inaccuracy is to actuate the tip until stall, continue heating, and then actuate
again. If no more travel is achieved, the heater tip is likely stalled against its own shaft, as it was
designed to make contact at precisely 90 degrees. The same methodology can be used for
retraction. As a result of this operating method, it is necessary that nothing be damaged when
stalling in both directions. It is also necessary that excess torque is available at the maximum
actuation angle to be sure that motor power is not a limitation or that the strength of the kevlar
string is adequate. Calculations supporting these capabilities and FEA supporting stress
margins at stall conditions are shown in Appendix N.
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Figure 27. Heater Probe

5.10 Water Processing
This subsystem starts within the heater probe, and ends where the clean extracted water
is deposited for weighing. The small stainless steel tube in Figure 27 remains stationary while
the heater probe actuates. A peristaltic pump creates suction in this tube, drawing up water into
3/16” ID flexible silicone tubing. The flexible tubing is necessary as the heater probe can move
while the pump and filters remain stationary on the frame. After the water is drawn up and out of
the hole, it flows into a sediment trap. Here, flow velocity slows down as flow area increases.
This gives large solid particles in the water the chance to fall to the bottom of the sediment trap.
The water then continues through a 40 micron stainless steel mesh to the pump. Also
connected to the sediment trap is a ball valve. In the event that the sediment trap fills with solid
material, the valve can be opened, allowing the sediment to fall out.
After the water flows through the peristaltic pump, it is pushed through the secondary
filter. This is a 5 micron, sintered bronze filter that was manufactured and sponsored by Capstan
California. This filter is fully backflushable. In the event that this filter or the primary filter clogs,
two pressure sensors, placed before and after the pump, will tell us which filter is clogged so
that action can be taken to reverse flow and backflush the filters.
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Figure 28. Exploded view of the filtration/pumping system. Pictured left to right are the primary
filter with drain valve, peristaltic pump, and secondary filter.
Head loss through each part of the system was calculated to verify that the desired flow
rate could be achieved through each filter, and that the pump could supply both the necessary
suction and discharge pressures. These calculations can be found in Appendix K. Mounting
locations have not yet been determined for these components, but the available suction head
allows the components to be placed anywhere on the frame.

5.11 Electrical Equipment
The prototype consists of three main electrical sections. 120V AC is used to power the
drill and the heating element. 120V AC will be provided for the prototype to run on. The device
will contain two other power levels; 12V and 5V DC. These will be transformed by two separate
power supplies from AC power. The 12V system will be used to power stepper motors, DC
motors, and the electronics cooling system. The 5V system will be used for small servos. Figure
29 shows the wiring diagram for the system. The power budget for the system has not changed
appreciably and Table X.X remains accurate.
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Figure 29. Wiring layout for All Systems. See Appendix O for enlarged.
Routing the electrical wires to the correct locations on several different moving
components proved to be slightly complicated. The cabling and service locations necessary is
tabulated in Table 19. Figure 30 shows an image of routing paths. Several components do not
need to move relative to the frame and their cabling will simply be routed and zip-tied via
stationary frame components. For cables that need to move relative to the frame, a drag chain
was selected to get the cables from the electrical box to a point on the X-axis gantry. Cables
that need to move with the Z-gantry will be routed through another drag chain that is oriented
vertically, mounted on the X-axis gantry. Cables that only need to move with the X-axis gantry,
as well as cables that need to interface with tools, will be routed through the X-gantry square
tube frame. Wires and tubing to tools will exit from the very top of the machine and be routed to
their respective tools with long springs providing and taking up slack as necessary.
Table 19. Wire/Tubing routing
Termination Location

Services Routed
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Frame

X-axis endstops, X-axis motor, tool changer motor

X-axis gantry

Z-axis end stops, Z-axis motor

Z-axis gantry

Drill power, 4x Drill control servos, 2x load cells

Heater Probe

1 Tube, 2x thermocouple leads, heater power, 2x motor/encoder wires,

Camera Probe

Battery power, Camera snake

Figure 30. Wire Routing for Prototype. Purple indicates frame components. Red indicates x-axis
gantry, heater probe, and camera probe. Green indicates heater probe and camera probe. Blue
indicates Z-axis gantry.

5.12 Programming
The programming is being completed on micropython. This language was selected
because of its potential to rapidly generate functioning systems without sacrificing too much
direct access to features on hardware. The microprocessor being used is the NUCLEO L476RG
and was selected for its superior number of pins, with over 70 being available on this model. A
drawback of the NUCLEO L476RG is it natively compiles code in binary, which is not ideal for
micropython. To get around this the professors in the mechatronics department at Cal Poly
designed a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) to allow programs to be flashed onto the board. The
components of the PCB were soldered on by a novice PCB manufacturer and are prone to
disconnection errors. Additionally replacement PCBs need to be ordered and manufactured as
spares.
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5.12.1 Programming Design Features
The prototype requires that many closed loop operations be running simultaneously:
such as closed loop position control with encoders, closed loop load control with the load cells,
and closed loop heater control with the thermocouple. To achieve the functionality of closed
loop operation and also be able to issue commands in a procedural fashion a task scheduler
was implemented. Every significant system gets its own task that is addressed as quickly as
specified by the programmer. To allow many different tasks to be issued commands
simultaneously, an operations task was implemented. This task assigns key values to shares or
queues that each task is monitoring separately. When a queue or share is modified, the task
that is monitoring that queue or share jumps into action for a millisecond and then yields its
state. The task doesn’t stop operating until some monitored parameter is reached. The task will
then either set a done flag and change state to paused or the operations task will be directly
monitoring the critical parameter and send a pause command through a share or queue. Figure
31 shows the task structure. Additionally there was not enough timer channels to control all
components on one board so a micropie board will be used in series with the NUCLEO to
control the filter system and remaining components. UART protocol and key words will be used
to communicate between the boards. Commands for teleoperated control will be issued through
UART to the NUCLEO and then either addressed or relayed to the secondary board.

Figure 31. Task Diagram for STYX Prototype
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The state diagram structure is still being developed as challenges and compromises are
being made when the actual code is being written. A comprehensive list of operations that the
bot will need to undergo has been created in a flowchart form and is shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32. Flowchart of Operations to Complete Competition. See Appendix P for enlarged.

5.13.2 Programming Development Schedule
The programming schedule is driven first and foremost by the competition date and
secondarily by the programmer’s availability with class and work. Table 20 displays the tentative
design schedule.
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Table 20. Programming Development Schedule
Goal

Date

Program Z axis task

5/18/20

Program operations task to change closed
loop types cooperatively

5/23/20

Program load cell task

5/28/20

Program serial communications protocol

6/2/20

Program load cell data processing script on
computer

6/7/20

Program drill control task

6/12/20

Program servo control task

6/17/20

Program heater control task

6/22/20

Program ammeter safeties and limit switch
safeties

6/24/20

Program pump and filter tasks

6/27/20

(If time) program joystick control

tbd

Program complete testing commences

8/10/2020

Competition in Langley

8/31/2020

5.13 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair
Because of the electromechanical nature of the project, the requisite use of 120VAC
power, rotating parts, heating elements and other hazards, considerable effort has gone into
documenting potential hazards and mitigating risks. Also because of the need to perform at
competition, maintenance and repair plans have been drafted for preventative use before
competition and use at competition in the event of a component failure.
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5.13.1 Safety Plan
During the design and build phase of the project a set of hazards specific to STYX
operations were compiled into a safety plan, which were determined using the design hazard
checklist in Appendix Q. The list and relative severity of hazards were assessed using several
methods including FMEA and risk assessment software. The results of these are in Appendix R.
The resulting safety plan table is included below. PPE requirements include safety glasses, face
shields, dust masks, and hearing protection.
Table 21. Safety Plan with Corrective Actions
Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action
Revolving drill bit

-

Competition rules prohibit touching the device while it is in operation
Stay >3 feet away from rotating components
Remove any clothing/items that may get caught in machinery before operating

Falling Weight Hazard

The use of lead screws will keep heavy moving components in place in the event of a
power failure.

Sharp edges

Drill bits will be contained in sheathes during transportation
Drill bit tips will be fully encased while in the tool changer.

High voltage
electrocution risk

All high-voltage circuitry will be approved by faculty before use.
All devices will be properly grounded and insulated

Loud noise during
drilling operation

Use earplugs during hammer drilling procedure.

Burn risk from heaters
and drill bits

All component temperatures will be checked with IR thermometer to verify <40°C before
handling

System is used in an
unsafe manner

System will only be operated by designers. Designated group members will be specially
trained.

Pinch points

All motion components will be de-energized before handling the system.

Tipping hazard

Connect the frame to the mounting rails provided at the competition before installing
heavy subassemblies

Required emergency
stop

- A physical kill switch will be accessible on the control station and the robot, in case an
immediate shutdown is required.

5.13.2 Maintenance Plan
During testing and competition, regular maintenance will have to be performed to keep
STYX running smoothly. The parts that will need the most attention are the water system,
heater probe, tool changer, and linear rails. Basic operational maintenance such as cleaning,
and lubrication will be the most common type of work done on the machine.
After each use of the water system, it will have to be cleaned and dried. First clean water
should be run through the tubing and filter system, both forwards and backwards, to dislodge
any stuck dirt. Next both the primary and secondary filters should be removed, scrubbed in
clean water, and dried. Allow as much airflow as possible through tubing to avoid any moisture
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left in tubing during storage. The heater probe may have particles stuck in its water extraction
tube, and compressed air can be used to remove them. Any dirt stuck on the hinge mechanism
should be brushed out, and if the string is dirty, it should be removed and replaced before the
next official operation of the machine. The tool changer’s belt drive, 3D printed brackets, and
positioning need to be inspected to avoid misalignment of tools during operation. The linear rails
need to be brushed clean and lubricated after every use to prevent rust accumulation and
ensure consistent feed pressure.

5.13.3 Repair Plan
During competition accidents can happen and parts can break. To be able to
successfully finish the competition, a repair plan has been thought through. Extra parts and
hardware will be brought to competition, but we can't bring replacements for all of our parts so
we have decided on some essential tools and hardware that we should have to be successful.
For replacement parts, we plan on having an extra drill, an extra five micron water filter,
extra 3D printed brackets, and a small selection of extra hardware. Tools specific to our
hardware will be selected ahead of time and sent with the robot to competition. In previous
years some teams brought 3D printers to manufacture spare parts. While this seems to be a
good solution for physically small and relatively low load parts, we are still discussing the merits
of this solution.

5.14 Cost Analysis
All components that are utilized within the prototype have been purchased. These
components cost a total of $,4155.91. This figure omits duplicate purchases for items deemed
viable to break or otherwise need replacement before or during the final testing at competition.
This is strictly the material cost to build one complete prototype. The breakdown of this cost by
subsystem is presented in Table 22, and the breakdown by component is shown in Appendix S.
Project funding has also been spent on testing equipment. Concrete, buckets, and wood were
purchased in order to run tests on the system. More of these purchases will be made in the
future as the project moves forward into full-system testing. Due to the recent closure of the Cal
Poly machine shops, some tooling was also purchased so that manufacturing could be
completed with outside help. As of 6/13/2020, the STYX team has spent $5,930.75 of its
$14,983.85 budget.
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Table 22. Prototype Material Cost by Subsystem
Subsystem

Cost

frame

1134.13

electrical

182.44

tool changer

285.29

water processing 418.15
heater probe

263.07

camera probe

79.31

drill mount

581.44

drill bit

185.19

auger

83.60

sheath

249.99

PLA

40.00

Tax

253.94

Shipping

399.36

Total

4155.91
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6.0 Manufacturing
Manufacturing for a project of this magnitude is challenging for many reasons. The sheer
number of manufactured parts, organization of procurement, tolerance inspections,
opportunities for error, and above average complexity have made this portion of the project the
most time-consuming. Restrictions on machine resources due to COVID increased these
hurdles, costing additional lead-time in procurement, redesigning for reduced manufacturing
capabilities, and remote work slowing team cooperation. Despite this, the manufacturing aspect
has also been the most rewarding and we are continuing manufacturing efforts to finish the
competition prototype in time. The strategies this team is using for procurement, manufacturing
steps, and coordinated assembly are detailed below.

6.1 Procurement
All standard metal stock was purchased through Onlinemetals.com. Hardware, including
fasteners, bearings, lead screws, and piping, were purchased through McMastercarr. Electronic
equipment, including stepper motors and pulleys, motor drivers, DC power supplies, the
hammer drill, and a water pump, were all purchased through Amazon.com. Capstan California
offered to sponsor the project, and supplied the project’s sintered bronze filters for a reduced
cost.
In addition to acquiring raw stock materials, outsourced labor became necessary due to
COVID-19’s impact on campus resources. After the machine shop’s closure, manufacturing of
all tooling has been outsourced. An acquaintance of one of the team members has agreed to
manufacture several components requiring power tool access. These include the heater probe,
sheath, auger, and drill bit interfaces. The manufacturing will take place in a private, recreational
machine shop and team member Ryan has been appointed as the direct contact for any
manufacturing issues or design interpretation questions.

6.2 Manufacturing Steps
Manufacturing of the entire system is being completed in two distinct phases. The first
phase contains all of the general framing and motion components. This is the frame, X and Zaxis motion equipment, and the tool changer. This phase was completed in early March. The
second phase contains all of the tools the device uses, as well as tight-toleranced parts used to
constrain the tools during use. This phase is currently in progress, and is set to be completed by
the end of May. A compilation of part drawings are in Appendix T.
During the first phase, the majority of framing pieces are manufactured from aluminum
square-tube that is cut to length, drilled for hardware, and mounted to other framing components
with bolts. The design called for a high necessity of joint stiffness, so oversizing bolt holes to
allow for slight misalignments was not an option. Since some frame members are multiple feet
long and require precise hole spacing across its entire length, the team took advantage of
match drilling to avoid the possibility of misalignment. Although this process takes longer than
making a part directly from a drawing, it eliminates the possibility of stacked measurement
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errors, and greatly decreases the chance of two parts not fitting together properly. This process
was especially necessary for mounting the linear rails.
The framing phase also contains a few welded features. These features are the brackets
that hold the cross-tensioning cables, and the bottom plate of the tool changer. For easier
alignment for welding, a waterjet was used to cut features into the tool changer plate that
constrains the three vertical members both positionally and rotationally against the plate. The
top plate could also be installed on the three vertical members before welding to ensure the
tubes remain perpendicular to the plate. This part is shown in Figure 33. The four cable brackets
required a T-joint weld to connect the cable ends to the frame. These welds did not require any
alignment features, as the cable’s turnbuckle allowed for proper tensioning should the distance
between brackets not be exactly right.

Figure 33. Welded Cross-Tensionsing Cable Bracket
The second phase of manufacturing consists of high tolerance and complex parts. Each
of these parts require the use of a mill or lathe, and contain at least one feature that needs to be
sized or located precisely. Unfortunately, COVID-19 significantly reduced manufacturing
capabilities. One external machinist with access to a small mill and a small lathe became
available, but the reduced capability of these machines drove late-stage design changes on
some sub-systems, especially tools. Detailed consideration of fixturing methodology, maximum
part dimensions, imperfect tooling, and reduced tolerances became critical. Daily meetings were
necessary to mitigate many of these issues.
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Figure 34. Copper Heater Jacket Annotated
The first of these parts manufactured was the copper jacket shown in Figure 34 that
holds the heating element and allows it to rotate outward. Due to constraints on available
equipment, many manufacturing steps had to be added in order to complete the part. This part
required four milling setups and two turning setups. This part contains an offset 0.5” hole for
holding the heating element, an external slot to fit the water straw, a 0.125” hole to accompany
a thermocouple for monitoring heating temperatures, and two square holes that allow the jacket
to rotate on an axle. The 0.5” hole required an aircraft length drill bit to achieve the 6” required
depth. A fixture was manufactured to achieve the desired hole offset while boring with a lathe.
This method of boring proved to be effective in properly aligning the drill to the desired location
and minimizing part runout, as the wall thickness is only 0.020” for the entire depth.
The rest of the components of the heater probe were manufactured under similar
conditions, with the one exception being the steel shaft which required a weldment. Every other
operation for the steel shaft, knuckle, and axle, were straightforward turning or milling
operations. The square ends with rounded corners on the axle were achieved on a manual mill
using a time-consuming process of 20 serial plunge cuts at each of the 8 corners. A light
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sanding was required to fit the axle to the copper jacket. A substantial amount of filing was
required on the knuckle to ensure that the lifting string would not fray on a sharp edge. These
rounded edges could not be achieved on the mill.
The sheath, sheath tool, drill bit interface, and drilling collars will all be manufactured
with the same equipment used for the heater probe. These parts do not require any specialized
tooling.

6.3 Assembly
Component assembly for this prototype is generally divided into three groups: big picture
considerations, complex subassembly construction, and common construction methods. The big
picture considerations of assembly will be discussed in the following section. The complex
subassembly nuances will be covered within the operator's manual in Appendix X, along with
other important cleaning and operating discussion. These include subassemblies such as the
pump/filtration and heater probe components. Other subsystems not mentioned in Appendix X
should be gleaned from the CAD model provided, including hardware sizing. For a prototype
with over 1000 parts, we believe a combination of these three communication methods will be
most effective.
Due to manufacturing tolerances, errors, tool access issues, and other sources of
imperfection, assembly also will be imperfect for this prototype. Through many rounds of
assembly and disassembly, it has become clear that consistency, rather than perfection is more
important. While the frame may not have perfect right angle joints, the features that matter are
the position of the tool changer relative to the gantry’s motions, the drill being trammed perfectly
with the stationary collar, and the best alignment possible for the Z-axis motion components.
Each of these issues are annotated in Figure 35. Liberal application of shim stock is not
encouraged, but accepted as necessary for this first-attempt prototype.
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Figure 35. Critical Assembly Characteristics
Having consistent alignment of the tool changer relative to the gantry motion is critical to
ensure tool changing occurs as expected. While it is possible to adjust across a certain range of
misalignment using software, unexpected side-effects such as increased tool clipping/unclipping
force may be an unfortunate result. The easiest alignment method for the tool changer is to
manually load a tool into the drill and jog the drill to the expected tool change location, adjusting
the tool changer to match before tightening all fasteners.
The drill being well-trammed is critical because the drilling strategy employed by STYX
requires repeatable hole generation and locations. If the drill is not perfectly aligned with the
stationary collar meant to guide the drill bit as it begins the plunge, stresses will be imparted to
the drill bit and frame as the tool rubs, or the hole may be in a completely unforeseen location,
with subsequent tools failing to reach the necessary destination.
Finally, the Z-axis motion components are critically toleranced due to the effects
misalignment has on the load cell readings. Binding caused by non-parallel and/or non-planar
linear rails is immediately measurable and unpredictable over the full range of motion. Failure to
verify that binding forces are minimal before competition or calibration would likely result in a
failure to meet the specified project requirements.
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6.4 Lessons Learned
Having such a large project and working through some unprecedented challenges has
provided several lessons that may be valuable to future teams and potentially future
employment. Several of these are listed below.
1. Despite being advised to triple manufacturing time estimates, it is always advisable to
triple them again. In this team’s experience, the first tripling accounts for inexperience,
unforeseen issues, or tooling limitations, while the second tripling will account for
unpredictable workloads in other classes stealing time from senior project work.
2. If outsourcing work, leave enough time to seek a second source if a primary falls
through. In addition, it is critical to assign a single point of contact from the team that is
completely knowledgeable about the components and design implications so that onthe-fly questions and modifications can be accommodated.
3. Design parts to be manufactured using the simplest possible means. Don’t waste time
making parts overly precise or using an overcomplicated machine to produce a simple
part. Buy the correct stock size every time; turning off ½” diameter of steel wastes time
and kills morale.
4. Be understanding that people have different levels of experience and different notions of
what ‘quality work’ means. Assume the best of people and if the part produced works,
leave it at that.
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7.0 Design Verification
In order to verify specific aspects of the STYX machinery the STYX team developed a
set of necessary tests. The following section briefly covers each test specification and provides
a brief description of the necessary tests. Some of these tests were completed and the results
are briefly discussed. Testing specifications and a general test plan are included in the STYX
DVPR included as Appendix U. Each test also has a set of designated testing procedures and
plans, including a section to record desired results. These testing documents are included as
Appendix V.
a. Mounting: Frame and Lid Interface
Stability testing during extended drilling is currently the only required and planned test for
the framing system. This test hopes to confirm sufficient structural strength and stiffness of
frame members, joints, and mounts. This test will involve observations of the frame under
drilling operations as well as a check of all joints, fasteners and members following drilling
operations. After pretensioning the cables, the frame became much stiffer as observed through
inspection. When the drill was running at full speed there was no nodal frequency excitation and
little shaking.
b. System Control
The control system has multiple safeties designed into it. The first is limit switches on the Xaxis and Z-axis linear motion systems to prevent a crash into the frame or overburden. Next,
ammeter sensors will be added into the system to allow for pre-emptive shutoff in the case of
power overdraw. Thermocouples will be connected to the heater to prevent overheating, and
temperature will be monitored such that power can be adjusted accordingly. In the case of a
loss of connection while drilling, two emergency stops will interrupt power; one by the remote
operator and the other on the machine. Exceptions will be included to allow programmatic
pause if serial communication is lost. The task timing will be handled by a task scheduler and
testing will ensure our latency does not exceed the limits required for stable closed loop control.
A manual override platform will be created to allow each component to be easily moved in the
case of autonomous system failure, but the goal is an entirely autonomous drilling, extracting,
tool changing, and filtering operation. These control and safety systems will be repeatedly
tested in all operating modes.
c. Excavation: Drilling Operations
The STYX team has already conducted sufficient testing to prove that the selected drill is
capable of penetrating through all types of potential overburden. This testing was completed in
the early phases of the project utilizing a set of masonry bits, and is documented in appendix E.
Using a rudimentary initial frame, the team was able to penetrate through layers of dirt, sand,
concrete and rock material using only the weight of the drill and no other downward force.
Several tests remain for the excavation system including a sheath test and auger test. For
the sheath test the team hopes to confirm proper insertion and removal of the sheath can be
accomplished without exceeding the WOB limit using both percussive and standard drilling
techniques. Several sheath iterations will be tested with various teeth designs for sufficient
locking. For the test, the team will insert each shaft into varied material bases noting the
difficulty and force necessary for insertion as well as the relative hold that teeth provided when
embedded into a base. No testing equipment will be utilized for this test. The team will also test
hole sizing for the sheath windows that will prevent material collapse but still allow the telemetry
probe to identify layers. This test is described in appendix V and will iterate various hole sizes
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noting the relative material collapse for each shaft. The test will also confirm the hole sizing
sufficient to prevent hole collapse is also large enough to resolve layers of material using the
camera.
For the auger test in appendix V the team aims to prove structural stability of the auger itself
during operations, as well as functionality of the auger and its ability to remove pulverized
material up the sheath. Both of these specifications can be verified during observation of
operations without testing equipment.
d. Rotary Tool Changer
Testing of the 3D printed tool clips for the tool changer subsystem has been completed, with
various iterations of similar designs being tested for adequate strength under tool changer
depression. Ultimately a design was chosen to be lightweight yet still withstand the force
required for release or pickup of different tools.
The next necessary test will test the chuck depressing system to ensure the tool changer
can properly engage and disengage the drill chuck allowing the tool changer operations. For
said test, listed in appendix V-12, the team will repeatedly command the tool changer to
continuously rotate through tools confirming proper engagement as well as disengagement. No
testing equipment outside of the STYX unit is necessary. The second test will determine the
relative accuracy of the programming control of the rotating base ensuring adequate alignment
for tool changing operations and reliability of rotary actions. This test can be completed via a
programming test, repeatedly inputting a command motion and measuring the locational
accuracy of each trial.
e. Heater Probe
The motors driving actuation will need thorough endurance testing to ensure that they can
be stalled for short periods of time without being damaged.
Additionally, the maximum melt rate of the tool needs to be tested. The maximum operating
temperature has yet to be determined, but we expect it to be between 200C and 300C
depending on future test results. For this test, described in appendix V-6, the group will utilize a
testbed with a known ice layer to test the melting rate. The melted water can then be weighed to
determine the mass of melted ice. This coupled with thermocouples, outputting heater probe
temperatures, and a timing device will allow the team to deduce the maximum melt rate. The
team also plans on conducting a motor tall endurance test. This will involve repeatedly actuating
the probe to a 90 degree angle and noting the current that the motor stalls at.
Finishing the manufacturing of the heater probe, the team assembled the actuating
components of the probe and were able to successfully actuate the heater arm by pulling the
kevlar string.
f.

Pump/Filtration System
The team conducted a simple initial test to prove functionality of the pump and dual filter
system for the mid point review submission to NASA. The team assembled the pump and two
filters in series. The team successfully pumped unfiltered contaminated water through the dual
filter configuration and successfully removed all contaminants in the water.
Simple testing is required for the filtration system to ensure continual flow despite partial
filter blockage. Both filters will be integrated in series to ensure nothing larger than 5 microns
passes through the system. The test, shown in appendix V-4, will also tell us if a finer primary
filter is required to avoid unnecessary clogging of the secondary filter. For said test the team
plans to use dust or debris generated from drilling operations to pass through the filtration
system. The team will then assess the degree of filtration in the same manner as the
competition, first with a visual clarity test (requiring no equipment) and then passing the filtered
water through an almond mesh bag and weighing the remaining sediment.
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Both the inlet and outlet of the pump will be fitted with pressure transducers that will allow us
to determine which filter is fouled first. Calibration and testing of the pressure sensors is
necessary and is expected to take place before July.
g. Telemetry System
Although preliminary results look good, further testing will confirm the accuracy and
precision of the Z-axis load cells. The current programming of the load cell utilizes a rough
calibration constant determined in preliminary testing necessary for NASA’s MPR and does not
account for uncertainty propagation. Due to current delays regarding senior project’s new rules
and restrictions, the final test, in appendix V-7, will be delayed until approval is granted.
The other major test for the telemetry system will be the resolution and connectivity of the
wireless camera probe and its ability to identify layer changes. This test will involve several
group members, one group that creates a stratified test bed with known layer heights and a
group that attempts to identify said layers using a live feed from a camera probe. An initial test
proved the mirror attachment included with the camera was two clouded and scratched to
resolve layers. The team will complete further resolution testing following the completion of a
new mirror piece.
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8.0 Project Management
In response to the COVID pandemic all Cal Poly students were officially moved to online
learning following spring break. With the transition to online learning many students were forced
to move home and all Cal Poly machine shops were closed. With students working from home a
new set of rules and regulations were implemented halting any further progress with
manufacturing, assembly and testing. Unlike many other groups who were unfortunately
prevented from completing their project in entirety, STYX was able to find methods to continue
progress. Group member Ryan was able to outsource manufacturing to a contact of his while
observing all of the manufacturing processes. In order to effectively divide up work for the spring
quarter the team re-evaluated team member abilities and responsibilities from individual
perspective locations. The responsibilities of each team member have been tabulated below.

Alex

Ryan
Aaron

Chris
Westin
Teenie Weenie Incoming
Genie-uses (TWIGs)

Table 23: Member Responsibilities
Primary
Hand-tool manufacturing, integration, hardware redesign,
Purchasing, Travel planning, Test execution
Secondary Remote machining support, 3D printing, SP deliverables support
Primary
Local machining support, Hardware integration support, Budget
Secondary SP deliverables support, Test execution
Primary
Programming, software integration, weight-savings, software
testing
Secondary Python onboarding, SP deliverables support
Primary
3D printing, test procedures, test stand design/build
Secondary SP deliverables
Primary
SP deliverables, Onboarding documentation, SP Website
Secondary Hand-tool manufacturing, test stand design
Primary
Drawings, Onboarding documentation
Secondary Design assistance, design familiarization

NASA responded to the pandemic by pushing the dates of the competition to later in the
summer between August 31 - September 3. NASA also offered all teams three options for
continuing on with the competition. The first option simply consisted of submitting a report and a
video of your functioning machinery without traveling to the physical competition. The second
option allowed teams to participate in a modified competition and specify their designs while
removing a component or subsystem that was incomplete due to the transition to at home
learning. The final option was participating in the full competition with the same requirements
and assessment as initially presented by NASA. The STYX team decided to participate in the
full competition.
In order to ensure progress on the project and keep all members updated on the project
details the team will have weekly planned weekly meetings with all group members attending
unless deemed unnecessary. Weekly status review meetings will occur every Tuesday from
10:30 to 11:00 AM PST, with project advisor Dr Schuster. For each WSR meeting a WSR
document will be created for review with Dr. Schuster. Outside of WSR meetings and several
designated class meeting times, the group will also meet via Zoom one day a week, Monday
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from 11:00 to 12:00 to go over responsibilities for the week. The team will utilize the same
contract from previous quarters in regards to items like work responsibility and punitive
measures.
With fewer face to face interactions, quality documentation of work has become a high
priority. A frequently updated Gantt chart, as shown in Appendix W, helps track progress as
well. The group also plans to increase the priority of onboarding documentation creation moving
into the summer to ensure a smooth transition when this year's project is passed on to next
year’s project team.
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9.0 Conclusions
STYX has finished the main construction of their robot and are on track to be
competition ready by the end of August. Tests done on the robots motion, tool change, and
water extracting ability have given confidence that our design will be able to complete all the
competition goals.
Our progress in manufacturing before COVID-19 has put us down a path where we can
complete the original goals required of the RASC-AL challenge. To stay on our timeline, tasks
have been split between members and design simplification has been undertaken to ensure
manufacturability in home shops. The remaining manufacturing tasks mostly consist of high
tolerance and/or complex parts. Each of these parts require the use of a mill or lathe, and
contain at least one feature that needs to be sized or located precisely. Integration work is
continuing into the summer as a result, with test bed construction scheduled for late-June.
Additional summary information regarding project status is reflected in Tables 24 and 25.
In addition to the remaining manufacturing tasks, programming, electrical integration,
testing, onboarding documentation, and NASA documentation responsibilities remain. For the
upcoming full integration tests, proper supervision from Cal Poly professors is required to
ensure safety for the team and comply with Cal Poly policies. Even with the complications of
COVID-19, we are creating new ways to finish this project and prepare it for the next Cal Poly
team.
We anticipate being able to present the prototype in Langley, Virginia at the end of
August, albeit with less testing time than is desirable. We are relatively confident in the overall
design, but recognize the complexity of this challenge and prototype will be working against us
as we finish final integration and begin testing. We look forward to the opportunity to
demonstrate our best efforts and bring home lessons learned for the next Cal Poly team.
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Table 24: Current State of Project Build
Frame

Motion
systems

Drilling
Assembly

Tool
Changer

Water
Processing

Electronics

Programing

State of
Completion

Finished

Motors and
lead screws
operational

Drill is
attached to the
load cell and
the motion
system

Generally
complete

Finished

In process

Closed loop
position and
velocity controllers,
encoder, stepper,
and motor drivers
coded

Testing

Observations
during
manufacturing

Confirmed
motors could
drive lead
screws

Drill is stable
in drill mount
during
operation

Tool clips
don't
break
when
exposed
to load

Pump is
strong
enough, and
filter system
order proved
to function

Tests
occurring
during
development

Logic tests
occurring during
development

Next Steps

Mount
remaining
equipment and
wiring

Integrate with
electronics
and
programing

Install mode
switch servo
and chuck
depressor
plate

3D print
tool clips

Install on
frame,
Integrate with
electronics
and
programing

Use
electronics
to integrate
STYX
subsystems
together

See Table 20

Align with
drill path

Table 25: Current State of Tools Build
Tools
Drill

Sheath

Auger

Heater probe

Camera probe

State of
Completion

Drill purchased,
adapter manufactured

3D printed
prototype

Manufactured

Manufactured, basic
assembly is
completed

Designed, camera
purchased

Testing

Tested against various
materials

3D printed
friction test

Simulations done to
prove the auger could
take the required
torque loads

String can support
load at the heater
probe axle

Camera, visual
layer testing

Next Steps

Manufacture sliding
collar, weld sds
adapter

Manufacture
sheath and
sheath tool

Assembly of head,
shaft, and SDS
adapter

Integration with
electronics and
motors.

Manufacture,
assemble, and
integrate
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Appendix A: Scoring Matrix
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Appendix B: Idea List
Drilling Process

Harvesting Process

Telemetry Process

Horizontal ice drilling

Expanding heat wire whisk

Gamma concentration telemetry

Coring bit

Microwaves

Force feedback

High density drilling

Heating liquid circulated into hole

Imaging system

Drilling at an angle

Radioactive isotope in heater head

Resistivity

Explosive mining

Rotating heater probe

Core sampling

Thermite drilling

Coring and extraction

Photoelectric sensor

Percussive rotary drilling

Peristaltic pump to move fluid

Electrical density gauge

Rotary drilling

Laser heating

Hole sheath with gaps for sample
extraction

Ultrasonic drilling.

Reversible pump with Life Straw filter

Drill attachment for telemetry sensor

Auger drilling

Sand trap filter

3D drilling

Dual arm articulating ice melter

"Mole" style drilling

Flexible/Expandable heater

Reinforce drilled hole with a sheath

Vaporize water to extract it

Enclosed auger drilling/excavation
(Curiosity)

Ice shaving auger

Drill bit heater for ice drilling

Hot air blast to melt ice

Rotary tool changer for bit exchange

Heat pipe

Auger that self cleans the dirt

Add salt to ice

Linear tool changer for bit exchange

Use solar power to heat ice (lens)
Inflatable heat probe
Brillo filter
Heat pool of water before extraction
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Appendix C: Pugh Matrices
Drilling Process
Function: Break Through
Overburden Layers

Percussive
Drill

Auger

Jackhamme
r
Shovel

Ultrasonic
Bit

Drill

Penetration Power

S

-

-

+

-

-

Axial Force Required

S

-

S

-

-

+

Torque Required

S

-

-

-

-

+

Penetration Rate

S

-

-

+

-

-

Tool Wear

S

-

-

+

+

+

Cost

S

S

S

S

S

-

RESULT

0

-5

-4

1

-3

1

Function: Maintain Clearance

Simple Hole

Sheathed Hole Shallow Grade Air Blast

Resistance to large debris ingress

S

+

+

-

Resistance to small debris ingress

S

+

+

+

Resistance to vibration effects

S

+

+

+

Complexity

S

-

-

-

RESULT

0

2

2

0

Function: Remove
Debris

Auger

Drill

Percussive
Drill

Air Blast

Shovel

Thoroughness

S

-

-

+

-

Power Efficiency

S

S

+

-

-

Debris Containment

S

S

S

-

-

Complexity

S

S

S

-

-

RESULT

0

-1

0

-2

-4
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Harvesting Process

Function: Move
Ice/Water

Peristaltic Bubble
Pump
Pump

Centrifugal Evaporative Ice Block Ice shaving
pump
Collection
Extraction Extraction

Path to Flight

S

-

S

+

-

S

Power Efficiency

S

-

-

-

-

-

Debris Tolerance

S

S

-

+

+

+

Throughput

S

-

-

--

-

-

Water Efficiency

S

S

S

-

+

+

RESULT

S

-3

-3

-2

-1

0

Function: Melt
Ice

Water
Air
Convection Conduction Convection Radiation

Power
Efficiency

S

+

-

-

Watt Density

S

+

-

-

Path to Flight

S

+

-

+

RESULT

S

3

-3

-1

Function:
Remove
Particulate

One Stage Two
Sand Membrane Stage
Trap Filtration
Filtration

Centrifugal Density
Filtration
Stack

Efficacy

S

S

+

-

S

Longevity

S

-

-

-

+

Cleanability

S

+

+

+

+

Path to Flight

S

-

-

+

S

Water
Efficiency

S

+

S

'+

+

Throughput

S

+

+

+

-

RESULT

S

0

1

1

2

C-3

Filtration
Longevity

Oversizing

Physical Filter
Backflow Clean
Replacement

Efficacy

S

+

+

+

Water
Efficiency

S

-

+

+

Path to Flight

S

+

-

--

RESULT

S

1

1

0

Function:
Maximize
Water Yield

Passive
Heating
Element

Expandible Actuating
Heating
Heating
Two Axis Three Axis
Element
Element Movement Movement

Reliability

S

-

-

S

-

Range

S

+

+

S

+

Complexity

S

-

-

S

-

Cost
Effectiveness

S

-

S

S

-

Path to Flight

S

S

S

S

S

Weight

S

S

S

S

-

RESULT

S

-2

-1

S

-3
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Telemetry Process

Function: Measure Rate v.
Layer Hardness
Force

Brinell

Rate v. Force
& Brinell

Resolution

S

+

+

Noise

S

-

+

Accuracy with Hard
stuff
S

-

+

Accuracy with Soft
Stuff
S

+

+

RESULT

0

4

S

Function: Measure Rate v. Camera Gamma
Layer Thickness
Force Probe Ray
Resistivity
Resolution

S

+

-

-

Accuracy

S

+

-

+

Complexity

S

-

-

-

Cost

S

S

-

-

RESULT

S

1

-4

-2
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Appendix D: Alternate Concept Sketches

D-2

D-3

D-4

D-5

D-6

D-7

D-8

D-9

D-10

E-1

Appendix E: Drilling Preliminary Test Data
Test Title: Drill Rig 1, Penetration Rate and Chip Clearance
Test Date: 11/3/19
Test Goals: Verify drill function, determine maximum drill diameter, determine ideal weight on
bit, test chip clearance methods, and find starting and continuous current.
Test Equipment Required:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hammer Drill, drill bits, and test stand
Buckets of concrete for testing
Safety Glasses - for ALL attendees
Dust Masks - for ALL attendees
(1) Face Shield
(1) Extension cord

Test Procedure:
1. Verify all test participants are wearing proper
safety equipment. These include Closed toed
shoes, long pants, safety glasses, and dust
masks.
2. Place Concrete bucket under test stand.
3. Mount Drill to test stand via hose clamps. Verify
function via trigger.
4. Apply a constant downward force of less than
150N, and record.
5. Mark starting height of drill on frame’s scale.
Mark ending height (1” above bucket bottom).
6. Have stopwatch ready.
7. Test penetration rate with ½”, ⅝”,and ⅞” Carbide masonry bits by recording test time
and depth of hole.
Results:
As expected, penetration rate decreased as drill bit diameter increased. Test data is
recorded in Table 1. Plots comparing penetration rate and drill bit contact area and drill or drill
bit diameter are reproduced as Figures 1 and 2, respectively. A stronger correlation was found
between diameter and feed rate than for area and feed rate. Extrapolating this data to a 1.25”
drill bit diameter results in an expected penetration rate of 1.6 inches per minute in concrete.
During testing, several tangential observations were made. Holes frequently collapsed
after the drill bit was removed and typical masonry bits are not very effective at chip clearing.
These issues will need to be addressed in future design considerations. Additionally, an
impromptu test was conducted to test the feasibility of a pile driving mechanism. The tube was
forced into a previously bored hole very easily, despite the borehole having collapsed.
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TABLE 1. Drilling Test Data, 10/28/2019
Drilling depth [in]

11

Drill Diameter [in]

Drill Contact Area [in^2]

Trial Drilling Time [s]

Drilling Rate [in/sec]

0.5

0.196

1

10

1.1

0.5

0.196

2

11

1

0.5

0.196

3

13

0.85

1/2" Average

11

0.98

0.625

0.307

1

36

0.31

0.625

0.307

2

29

0.38

0.625

0.307

3

34

0.32

5/8" Average

33

0.34

0.875

0.601

1

66

0.17

0.875

0.601

2

72

0.15

0.875

0.601

3

70

0.16

7/8" Average

69

0.16
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Appendix F: Matlab Preliminary Analysis

F-2

F-3

F-4

F-5

F-6

F-7

F-8

F-9

F-10

F-11

G-1

Appendix G: Lead Screw Stepper Motor Torque Curve

Torque curves for stepper motors are dependent on applied amperage and rotational
speed for a given motor. STYX uses this motor at 24V, 1A. (TPP23 Stepper Motor)
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Appendix H: Fuse Amp-Time Curve

Maximum current curve for the Bussman BK/AGC-9-R Fuse (Bussmann Series TDS).
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Appendix I: Component Power Budget
ALL SYSTEMS
Subsystem
Drilling

Axis Motion

Component
Drill

Extraction

Control

Operating
Current [A]

Conversion
Efficiency

Power (W)

120

8.5

1

1020

Induction Coil Heater

24

30

0.85

847

X-Axis Stepper

24

2

0.85

56

Z-Axis Stepper

24

2

0.85

56

Rotary Stepper

5

2

0.85

12

120

7.5

1

900

Heater Stepper A

5

3

0.85

18

Heater Stepper B

5

3

0.85

18

Pump

12

1

0.85

14

Arduino

12

0.5

0.85

7

Cameras

12

0.5

0.85

7

DAQ Amplifiers

12

0.5

0.85

7

5

1

0.85

6

Heater
Heating

Operating
Voltage [V]

Servos
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Appendix J: Filtration Preliminary Test Data
Test Procedure:
1. Wear a dust mask while moving the dry contaminants.
2. Prep the contaminated water samples. Start by adding 1 oz of solid material to a
measuring cup, and top off with water to the 16 oz line. Concrete powder taken from
previous drilling tests will be used in test 1. Test 2 will be repeated with sand.
3. Place the water sample at an elevation of 2 ft above the filter and prime the siphon.
4. After all the water flows through the filter, disassemble the filter to observe how
obstructed the filter material has become, and note the amount of sediment left in the
bottom.
5. Perform a visual check on clarity and sediment in the filter output.
Test Results
During the first test, the team came across two major problems. First, large pieces of
broken concrete (dia > ⅛”) constantly created blockages at the intake. Second, concrete powder
tended to coagulate when subjected to liquid water. This phenomenon caused blockages
throughout the intake tube. Although this first test was stopped before completion due to the
constant clogging, the test yielded valuable data. The 20 micron filter was sufficient enough to
produce clear water. For the next test, the team will increase the intake line to ¼”, and
implement a coarse screen at the inlet to avoid having large solids clog the tube.
In the second test, the particles of sand passed into the filter without causing a backup.
The sediment trap design worked well, as all of the course sand settled out below the
suspended filter. This data ensures the team that the filter will not become quickly impacted by
large material. However, the sand had a lot of fine particulate within it, and after the test, roughly
50% of the filter surface area (2 in2) was covered in fine particulate. This means that filter
surface area will have to be increased to avoid backflushing the system too often. Also, the
water output was visibly darker in this sample. The team was not satisfied with the final water
clarity. The next step will involve testing a 5 micron filter for output clarity.
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Test 1 : Dry concrete sample prepared for test (left), final filtered water (right)

Test 2 : Sand sample prepared for test (left), final filtered water(right)
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Appendix K: Preliminary Water System Calculations
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Appendix L: Frame Hand Calculations and Matlab
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Appendix M: FEA Frame Analysis
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Appendix N: Matlab Calculations for Axis travel and Tools
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Appendix O: Wiring layout for All Systems
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Appendix P: Flowchart of Operations to Complete Competition
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Appendix Q: Design Hazard Checklist
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Description of Hazard

Planned Corrective Action

Planned
Date

Actual
Date

Revolving drill bit

- Competition rules prohibit touching the
device while it is in operation
- Stay >3 feet away from rotating components
- Remove any clothing/items that may get
caught in machinery before operating

7/1/20

TBD

Falling Weight Hazard

- The use of lead screws will keep heavy
moving components in place in the event of a
power failure.

7/1/20

TBD

Sharp edges

- Drill bits will be contained in sheathes during
transportation
- Drill bit tips will be fully encased while in the
tool changer.

7/1/20

TBD

High voltage
electrocution risk

- All high-voltage circuitry will be approved by
Jim Gerhardt before use.
- All devices will be properly grounded and
insulated

7/1/20

TBD

Loud noise during
drilling operation

- Use earplugs during hammer drilling
procedure

7/1/20

TBD

Burn risk from heaters
and drill bits

- All component temperatures will be checked
with IR thermometer to verify <40°C before
handling

7/1/20

TBD

System is used in an
unsafe manner

- System will only be operated by designers.
Designated group members will be specially
trained.

7/1/20

TBD

Pinch points

- All motion components will be de-energized
before handling the system.

7/1/20

TBD

Tipping hazard

- Connect the frame to the mounting rails
provided at the competition before installing
heavy subassemblies

7/1/20

TBD
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Appendix R: Failure Modes and Effects Analysis and Risks Analysis
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Appendix S: BOM with Purchase Prices
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Appendix T. Drawing Package (Omitting
Digitally Fabricated Parts)
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Appendix U: DVPR
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Appendix V: Draft Test Procedures
Auger Material Removal Effectiveness
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Volume of debris left in hole after clearance by auger

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to determine the total amount of debris remaining in the hole after
auger removal

Safety
● Keep hands clear of rotating drill bits and augers
● Safety Goggles

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Assemble Upper testbed area with fixed plywood divider and no ice bed
2. Drill initial hole up to plywood divider
3. Insert sheath into the pre-drilled hole
4. Using auger process begin clearing hole
5. After auger process drill hole through plywood base allowing remaining lose material to
fall through to ice drawer
6. Remove drawer and weigh material noting material composition (dust, sand, rock and
pebbles)

Results
Weight

Notes on Composition

Trial 1: _________ (g)

_____________________________________

Trial 2: _________ (g)

_____________________________________

Trial 3: _________ (g)

_____________________________________

Trial 4: _________ (g)

_____________________________________
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Auger Stability Test
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Confirm the structural stability of the shaft of the new segmented auger design

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● N/A

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Using a small bucket (home depot 5 gal) or project test bed, fill with stratified layers
including sand, rock, dirt and concrete
2. Insert sheath into the stratified layers. Using the auger begin clearing the material from
the sheath
3. Observe each section of the auger that is visible noting the apparent structural stability
and vibration

Safety
● Keep hands clear of rotating drill bits and augers
● Safety Goggles

Results
Observations On Various Auger Sections During Operations:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Chuck Engagement and Disengagement
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Confirmation of chuck proper engagement and disengagement

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to confirm the adequate and repeatable engagement and
disegagent

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Assemble tool changer, frame and drilling subsystems
2. Utilizing programmable controls pick up random tool using chuck depression and rotation
3. Move tool to center of machinery axis
4. Command tool changer to change to random tool observing chuck disengagement and
tool pick up

Safety
● Keep hands clear of rotating tool changer, chuck engagement zone and pinch points on
axis
● Safety Goggles

Results
Success

Notes

Tool 1: _________

_____________________________________

Tool 2: _________

_____________________________________

Tool 3: _________

_____________________________________

Tool 4: _________

_____________________________________
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Filtration Testing
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Clarity of debris filled water after passing through two filters in series
● After collection of filtered water pour the water through a almond bag and weigh the
remaining debris
● Sources of uncertainty:
○ Scale

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to confirm the effectiveness of our two filters at removing debris
from water

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Assemble the two filters in series with the peristaltic pump
2. Fill a bucket with XX liters of water and add debris (sand, small pebble and concrete
dust) before adding the debris record its initial weight
3. Using water with debris, start pumping the water through the filters and collecting the
output water
4. Visually inspect the water designated a rating of: transparent, opaque, cloudy, or murky
5. Put output water through almond bag and weigh the remaining debris
Safety
● Possible spill resulting in wet / slippery floor

Results
Before

After

Trial 1: ________ (g)

________ (g)

________ (g)

Trial 2:________ (g)

________ (g)

________ (g)

Trial 3: ________ (g)

________ (g)

________ (g)
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Frame Stability
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Confirmation of stability and structure with functionality

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to confirm adequate stability of the frame structure of STYX
machinery during operations with high applied forces or large amounts of vibration

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Attach the drilling unit to the STYX frame and attach the frame to the test bed
2. Begin drilling operations into a testbed with a sizeable concrete portion
3. During operations observe the machinery and record any observation during operations,
specific areas of instability or potential failure points
4. Power down the STYX machinery
5. Check all joints and fasteners noting ny that seem to have loosened during operation

Safety
● Keep hands clear of rotating drill bits and pinch points on axis
● Safety Goggles

Results
Observations During Operation:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Observations After Operation:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Heat Probe Melt Rate
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Heater probe melting rate

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to determine the ice melting rate of the heater probe

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Assemble the heater probe in entirety
2. Using the project testbed set up a bed with a large ice layer chuck and weigh the ice
3. Drill an initial hole in the ice and insert the heater probe
4. Utilizing max current allow heater probe to reach max current
5. Begin timer and actuation of heater probe
6. Record total time to melt full bell shape from ice
7. After evacuating all water from bell remove the ice block and record its new weight
8. Using the differences between the weights and time deduce melt rate
9. Repeat several time

Safety
● Keep hands clear of rotating drill bits and pinch points on axis
● DO not touch heating elements while power is supplied
● Safety Goggles

Results
Trial 1: ________ (L/min)
Trial 2: ________ (L/min)
Trial 3: ________ (L/min)
Trial 4: ________ (L/min)
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Load Cell Test Plans / Procedure
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
●

Comparison of load cell output of mV/V to defined forces. Acceptable uncertainty is
± 10%

●

Sources of uncertainty:
○ Scale Used to determine known weights
○ Load Cell
○ HX711 amplifier
○ Nucleo board interpretation

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
●
●

Known weights confirmed with scale
mV/V reading from S-Type load cell coupled with amplifier and nucleo board

Diagram of Apparatus and Instrumentation

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Use scale to determine weights of 10 specimen in order to have sufficient data for
extrapolation
2. Use the load cell nucleo board system to collect mV/V data for predetermined masses.
Define baseline for no force load cell output
3. No zero / tare steps required
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Data Analysis equations / spreadsheet with uncertainty
●

Equate load cell data in mV/V to predetermined mass values, create calibration equation
to be utilized by nucleo board for force output
Mass

Expected Results:

Note: If results are nonlinear tabulated data will be used instead via extrapolation

Safety
● No safety concerns

Results
Note: The following data sets were collected and utilized for a simple closed force feedback
loop created for the STYX Mid Point Review submission to NASA. As this was an expedited test
conducted in the final nights before submittal no uncertainty analysis was conducted. This test is
currently a placeholder until a more sufficient and in depth test is conducted. The results from
the preliminary test are tabulated below.
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Twos Compliment Digital Output

Weight on Load Cell (lbf)
3548.59
-11141.73
-23936.75
-124962.3
-335652.2
-461637.4
-614930.7
-693411.5
-739428.9
-949592.5
-1028489

Table 1. Load Cell Calibration Test

Table 1. Load Cell Calibration Test Plotted

0
0.215
0.415
1.91
5.085
7
9.25
10.49
11.17
14.36
15.58
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Motor Stall Endurance Test
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Current Value of Motor Stall
● Sources of uncertainty:
○ Ammeter

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to determine the current value of motor stall for the heater probe
actuation motor

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Assemble the heater probe in entirety
2. Connect an ammeter to the motor
3. Powering the actuation motor of the heater probe observe the ammeter, once the motor
stalls at a fully extended heater probe position record the current
4. Repeat Experiment several times to confirm value

Safety
● Keep hands clear pinch points on heater probe

Results
Trial 1: ________ (Amps)
Trial 2: ________ (Amps)
Trial 3: ________ (Amps)
Trial 4: ________ (Amps)
Trial 5: ________ (Amps)
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Sheath Window Sizing
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Window sizing for sheath that will allow camera resolution without too much hole
collapse

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to determine the proper window sizing of the sheath to allow
camera resolution and mapping for digital core

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Using a small bucket (home depot 5 gal) stand the sheath up and fill with stratified layers
noting each layers height surrounding the sheath
2. Insert camera probe assembly into the sheath ith live stream video
3. Passing the probe down the hole at a fairly constant rate record what time intervals a
material layer change occurs
4. Utilizing feed rate and recorded times attempt a digital core
5. Compare core to known layer heights
6. If material collapse occurs and prevents resolution, or window sizing prevents resolution
iterate through window sizes until system is determined adequate

Safety
● No safety concerns

Results
Window size

Hole Collapse

Resolution

Accuracy of Core

Trial 1: ________ (in)

________ (y/n)

________ (y/n)

_____________

Trial 2:________

________

________

_____________

Trial 3: ________

________

________

_____________

Trial 4:________

________

________

_____________

Trial 5: ________

________

________

_____________
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Toolchanger Alignment Test
Desired Results and Sources of Uncertainty
● Accuracy of tool changer alignment

Priority List of Measurements to be Undertaken
● The goal of this test is to confirm the accuracy of tool changer alignment for adequate
tool changer operations

Test Steps and Procedures
1. Assemble the tool changer subsystem
2. Connect tool changer to control board
3. Starting at a random location attempt to align tool changer with specified tooling location
4. Note degree of accuracy of tool changer alignment
5. Repeat several trials from varying starting positions.

Safety
● Keep hands clear of rotating tool changer, chuck engagement zone and pinch points on
axis

Results
Misalignment

Success

Trial 1: ___________ (In)

_______

Trial 2: ___________ (In)

_______

Trial 3: ___________ (In)

_______

Trial 4: ___________ (In)

_______

Trial 5: ___________ (In)

_______
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Appendix W: Gantt Chart
Summer Gantt Chart

W-2
Complete Project Gantt Chart

W-3

W-4
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Appendix X: STYX OPERATOR MANUAL
To safely assemble and operate this machine, one should study this operator manual and
familiarize oneself with its contents. After reading, the operators should understand how to
assemble the subsystems into the finished prototype after shipping, how to interface with safety
features, operate the robot via the program command line, and what to clean before shipping.

Frame Assembly
Assembly of the STYX robot starts with the frame, it is free standing so it can be assembled
before being mounted to the competition platform.

Figure 1: Frame
First assemble the side support triangles from the vertical, horizontal, and angled bars shown in
Figure 1. Using the right angle brackets, connect the vertical bar to the horizontal bar. Connect
the diagonal bar to the horizontal member with the obtuse angle bracket and then mount the
triangle bracket to the vertical bar and then attach the angled bar to the triangle bracket. Next
attach the bottom cable brackets between the horizontal bar and vertical bar. Then connect the
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two triangles together using the lower x-axis rail and secure with right angle brackets. Mount the
other x-axis rail at the top and secure with hardware and the upper frame bracket shown in
Figure 2. Install and pretension the crossed cables with the turnbuckles to 50 lbs of tension,
which can be roughly approximated to be the first audible ringing the cable can make.

Figure: 2 upper frame brackets

Z-axis Assembly
First, slide the four linear sliders onto the X-axis rails with the mounting plates pre attached.
Position the Z axis mounting holes with the linear sliders and attach. Then attach the X-axis lead
screw by inserting through one pillow block bearing, the nut attached to the gantry, and through
the other pillow block bearing, securing it with the pulley on the drive side. Make sure to slip the
belt onto the X-axis pulley before securing into the pillow block. Reference Figure 3.
Next install the drill plate, shown in Figure 4, onto the Z-axis from the top. Stop the drill plate
from sliding off the bottom of the linear rails with a clamp or similar device. Install the Z-axis
leadscrew from the top mounted bearing, through the Z-axis drive nut, and through the bottom
mounted bearing. Secure the leadscrew with shaft collars on either side of the bottom mounted
bearing. Then Install the pulley and belt at the top of the leadscrew as shown in Figure 5.
Finally, ensure the drill is trammed with the stationary collar. Insert the 3-jaw chuck with bore
laser into the drill and jog the Z-axis up and down, verifying that the laser point remains
centered within the stationary collar throughout the entire range of travel. Shim behind the 3d
printed drill mount as necessary to adjust the tram.
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Figure 3: X-axis Lead Screw and Driving Motor

Figure 4: Drill Plate
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Figure 5: Z-axis Lead Screw attachment points
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Tool Changer Assembly
The tool changer is composed of three main components, the top support, bottom support, and
the tool holder. Reference Figure 6. To mount the tool changer, first attach the tool holder to the
bottom support, then attach the drive belt between the pulley on the drive motor and the pulley
on the tool holder. Mount the bottom support to the left side of the frame securing with the
pre-attached right angle bracket. Then, using the 3d printed bracket, mount the top support bar
to the top horizontal frame member. Perform fine adjustments of the tool changer position by
inserting a tool in the drill manually matching the corresponding tool clip position before inserting
lag-bolts into the provided 2x4 mounting bracket.

Figure 6: Tool Changer
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Water Filter Assembly

Figure 7: Exploded View of Filter System
The filter system will require very little assembly when at competition. The Primary and
secondary filters, as well as the peristaltic pump will be pre-mounted to the outside of the
electrical box. Reference the electrical Installation section for more information. Connect plastic
tubing with hose clamps. Secure the primary filter’s inlet to the heater probe’s water tube outlet.
Next, connect the outlet of the primary filter to the peristaltic pump. Connect the peristaltic pump
outlet to the secondary filter inlet. Finally,y connect the outlet of the secondary filter to a long
piece of clear tubing, so clean water can be deposited into the collection bucket.
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Mounting Procedure
To mount the robot to the competition platform, there are 5 locations that need lag bolts
installed. The lag bolt connecting the tool changer support to the competition platform has to be
attached last per the tool changer assembly instructions above.
Begin the mounting procedure by roughly positioning the mounting points on the 2x4s provided
and installing one of the corner’s 3 lag bolts. Position the other corners according to the
distance between them. Match the most recent calibration distances as noted in the google
drive document titled “Calibration Values, mm/dd/yyyy”. This will ensure that the adjustments
made during manufacturing behave as expected for each setup.

Figure 8: Competition Platform Description
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Heater Probe Assembly
For assembly of the heater probe, reference Figure 9. The terminology and detail views will be
critical for understanding.
First, insert the actuation motor with bushings into the associated shaft hole and fasten using
the external M3 shaft screw. Wrap a 6ft length of kevlar string twice around the motor shaft and
pinch the string using the flanged #4-40 screw. Guide the excess string down the shaft and out
the bottom. Insert a length of silicone tube through one of the open holes at the top of the shaft
and guide it out the bottom.
Second, join the copper tip with the knuckle via the square drive axle and snap ring. Note that
the square drive axle is directional and can only be inserted one way. Route the wires from the
heater tip up the shaft from the bottom, exiting through the unoccupied hole near the top of the
shaft. Next, connect the silicone tube to the straw. Join the knuckle to the shaft using two 1/16”
roll pins. Use extreme caution to not bend or damage the fragile straw during this process.
Route the kevlar string on either side of the axle, looping once around each side. Pull the string
tightly and pinch the string against the axle using another #4-40 flanged screw.
Finally, integrate the orientation motor assembly. Use the long M3 fasteners and hardware to
attach the orientation motor to the square mounting tube. Install the stackup of shaft collars and
thrust bearings shown in Figure 9 and tighten the set screw on the shaft against the orientation
motor shaft.

Figure 9: Heater Probe Assembly
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Operation of Robot
Before powering on the machine, ensure the main emergency stop is in the ‘stopped’
position. Check continuity across the 8 amp and 9 amp fast blow fuses and replace if damaged.
Next, power on the provided power strip and move all emergency stops to the ‘on’ position.
Operation of the STYX robot should usually be simple because all operations are
controlled by an automated program. In theory, no human input is necessary during the length
of the competition. The robots programming will be a one click to start operation and will not
need to be interacted with unless an emergency occurs or the program needs to be shut down.
Data readouts will automatically update graphs as applicable based on the automated operating
mode. As an example, load data and travel speed graphs will automatically open and begin
logging during the telemetry cycle.
Because individual actions may need to be controlled during calibration/setup and/or in a
fault situation during competition, a table of commands and variable descriptions will be made
available via google drive. Commands can be copy/pasted into the program with the desired
variables changed. Additionally, Manual jogging of the gantry and tool changer may be done
through an analog stick interface after the proper command is input.

Cleaning for Storage
After operation of the STYX robot, the parts and tools need to be cleaned for long term
storage or transport.
The Filter system will be the dirtiest part of the robot and will require the most care. To
avoid particle build up and mold growth it needs to be cleaned after each use. First, run the
peristaltic pump with the water inlet suspended in air to push the majority of the water through
the system. Next, empty the remaining water out of the system by opening the solids valve.
Disconnect the plastic tubes from the filters and remove the filter systems from their mounts.
The primary and secondary filters need to be removed from their housings for further air-drying
prior to storage or shipment.
The rest of the robot needs minor cleaning. The tools and tool changer need to have the
excess dirt brushed off before disassembly and packing. The X and Z-axis linear rails will have
dirt build up from the drilling operations. These must be carefully cleaned with a rag and
protected with a light coat of WD-40 before shipment.

